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This research has studied about applying Lean system methods on the stamping area in a 
manufacturing company. Stamping area at this company is where that production dies are kept 
and used to produce automobile parts. 
The way that the dies were kept was unacceptable and caused much wasting of time. 
As part of research, author changed the situation of storing the dies and applied 5S method to 
reduce the time of finding and moving the dies to start the production process faster. 
The results of this research show that the company had been successful to reach the goal of 
“Single Minutes Exchange of Dies”. Also, the collected data about production show that the 
company has about 11.13 percent increase in its production through stamping area after applying 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
The purpose of this research is to utilize a Lean Six Sigma approach for improving the 
production quality and quantity of the stamping area of a manufacturing company. 
Background: The stamping area of the company has eight press machines to produce 
automobile parts. Producing each part needs to have a specific die to be assembled on a press. 
The number of different kind of parts, which are produced by one press every day, is different. 
Then, if a die is not used to producing its parts, basically it has to be in two other different 
locations. If there is a problem in production through a die, the die will be moved to the tooling 
room in order to investigate the problem and resolve it. Otherwise, if there is no problem and die 
is not in production line, then it has to be relocated to die storage section. 
Project Rationale: The current situation of dies is not organized and it is hard to say 
where each die can be found in the floor. It seems necessary to have a database for information 
of each die location for every moment. The main purpose is to reduce wasted time to find, move, 
repair, assemble, and finally use the needed die to produce a specific part. 
In addition to have the information of dies’ places, it is necessary to pay attention to how 
they have been placed in each area, especially in the storage section. 
The storage section of stamping area of this company is not managed and number of dies 
could be found left on the floor, because they have not been arranged to have a specific place on 
the shelf. This situation makes fork-lift drivers to spend more time to find a needed die and move 
it to another location. 
Moving other dies to find a die behind them could damage the dies, and also they may be 
hit by moving or static objects such as fork-lifts. 
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Because there is enough room in the storage section, number of labeled shelves could be 
prepared to place the dies (each die in a shelf belongs to it). 
As it was mentioned before, the company uses each press machine producing not just one 
kind of part, but several kinds of parts – possibly – every day. Then, it seems to be beneficial to 
have a table near each press to put next scheduled die on it to replace it in the press quickly when 
the die needs to be replaced. 
This method even can help the production when a problem is found and a die needs to be 
moved to tooling room to be repaired. In this situation, the die that has been already in the press 
will be replaced with the reserve die (next die that has been placed on the table). 
The result of this system hopefully would be reducing the holding time for every press.  
Objectives: The objectives of this project are listed below: 
1- To collect information about each die, including location and situation of 
the dies (ready to use, needs to repair). 
2- Collecting the production data for each press machine individually, 
including needed die assembling time, number of parts that are produced by a press, 
number of scraped parts, and length of holding time of a press. 
3- Analyzing and interpreting the production data for every press to recognize 
which groups of data need to be improved. 
4- Improve the production quality and quantity for every press and ensure if 






Chapter 2: Literature Review   
Essentially, lean is a systematic method in order to eliminate waste (“Muri”), unnecessary 
production cost and reduce cycle time in manufacturing system. Based on the Japanese style of 
production, mainly Toyota Production System (TPS) in the 1980’s, a research group at 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) introduced the concept of lean philosophy in 
manufacturing industries in 1989 (Lu, 2011). According to Cottyn et al, 2011, the primary 
concept of lean includes five principles such as increase throughput, maintain quality, improve 
process performance, define value, and continuous improvement. Overall, Cottyn et al, 2011 
believe that manufactures can reach to a perfect lean system by eliminating defect, waste 
waiting, extra transportation and motion, extra processing, inventory, and production. 
“Lean production not only successfully challenged the accepted mass production 
practices in the automotive industry, significantly shifting the trade-off between productivity and 
quality, but it also led to a rethinking of a wide range of manufacturing and service operations 
beyond the high-volume repetitive manufacturing environment” (Holweng, 2007). 
Lean seeks to eliminate the non-value adding steps and inefficiencies of a process while 
reducing cycle times (Naslund, 2008). This is done by producing exactly what is needed, in the 
right amount, and when it is needed (Naslund, 2008). Also has been known as JIT which stands 
for Just-In-Time Production (Dennis, 2007). 
Lean thinking has been mostly used in manufacturing and industries activities and results 
of using the application of lean system in car factories show that lean thinking can useful due to 
improve processing time, process performance, and “achieve more with less” (Radnor , 2006). 
The best result of lean system could be a saving time in order to Just-In-Time process. Hines and 
Lethbridge believe that the lean process is similar to an iceberg on the water (Figure 1). The 
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visible factors such as technology, tools, and techniques are on the water. The visible factors are 
important in the lean process however, take their power and force from the invisible factors 
under the iceberg. The Figure 1 shows a part of lean implementation that needs to mix both 
under and above activities on the water together. These activities are dependent on each other 
and it is important to implement the right balance between those activities.  
 
Figure 1: Lean Iceberg Model 
Single Minute Exchange of Die: Setup change or Changeover is multiple activities such 
as hardware changes, setup programming, and locator finder from preparation to execution of 
work station in order to produce good parts. Mainly, the changeover is the difference between the 
producing last product to the next product in a right condition (appropriate quality and speed).  
Typically, the changeover time defines the capacity of production in each company (Santos, 
2001).  
Single-Minute Exchange of Die (SMED) is one of the lean production techniques that 
helps to reduce waste and time for changeover in industries. Shigeo Shingo, one of the Japanese 
industrial engineers, introduced the first concept of SMED when he was working on reducing 
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changeover waste on 20 factories. SMED provides a rapid and efficient way of converting a 
manufacturing process from running the current product to running the next product (Dave, 
2012). By reducing changeover time, production lot size reduces and the result influence on 
improving process (Mura) (Moreira, 2011). Shingo believes “single minutes” does not mean 
changeover and startup need to take just one minutes, although it should take less than 10 
minutes (Dave, 2012).  
 SMED is the term used to represent the Single Minute Exchange of Die or setup time that 
can be counted in a single digit of minutes. SMED is often used interchangeably with “quick 
changeover”. SMED and quick changeover are the practices of reducing the time it takes to 
change a line or machine from running one product to the next. The need for SMED and quick 
changeover programs are more popular now than ever due to increased demand for product 
variability, reduced product life cycles, and the necessity to significantly reduce inventories. 
Shingo suggested that the SMED could improve the process based on the four stages: 1) the next 
setup actions are ready to implement when the machine is still running, 2) make sure the setup of 
current and next dies are separated, 3) convert the current setup action to the next setup, 4) 
improve all setup action and save all record and information (Santos, 2001). 
 According to SMED system, Ohno in 1950 developed a method to implement a faster 
changeover dies. Based on his study, he was able the changeover dies time from a day to three 
minutes (Dave, 2012). He stated that there are two different kinds of setup: internal and external 
setup. Internal setup activities are those that can be carried out only while the machine is 
stopped, while external setup activities are those that can be done while the machine is running 
(Dave, 2012). Shingo and Dillon in 1989 (P.20) “when you conduct a setup on a process or a 
machine there are some parts of your setup that can be conducted while the machine is running 
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and others that require that the equipment is stopped.” Internal setup activities are those that 
require the process to be at a standstill before you can conduct them safely, while external 
activities can be done while the process is still running. 
 Accordingly, if the changeover time reduces, the batch size reduces as well and it would 
be an extra capacity for production to increase the productivity and efficiency. By implementing 
of lean method and SMED, other factors will be improved through the processes, such as 
delivery time, higher productivity, and working capital.   
Value Stream Mapping: Value Stream Mapping (VSM) is one of the lean 
manufacturing methods that identify all of the value-added activities to producing a product or 
service based on customer needs. Basically, the most important principle of lean manufacturing 
is reducing waste and increasing quality. Reducing waste could be investigated in different 
aspects, such as reducing amount of defects, materials waste, and waste time. Industries typically 
use VSMs in order to visualize the future and current state processes in manufacturing. VSMs 
introduced in 1990 by Sohn Shook in Toyota plants (Coniam, 1990). VSMs are mostly used in 
different industries, such as product development, production systems, banks, and healthcare. 
Generally, VSM shows the series of events including flow of materials and activities information 
through the process (Ciniam, 1990). Wolniak et al. believed that VSM indicates the different 
activities that have more valuable and customers are willing to pay for (2014). VSM is one of the 
significant lean tools that used for visualizing a system by different universal symbols in flow 
charts. These elements and symbols in VSMs aim readers to better visualizing the process and 
activities. 
In order to initially approach transitioning to use the JIT principle, lean improvement 
should be based on mapping and analyzing the activities in the process (Naslund, 2008). A 
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baseline assessment of the process must be made by using process observation to create a 
“current state” value stream map. This is also known as a VSM; which lays out the process’s 
information flow and product flow through value added and non-value added activities (Manos, 
2012). Using the current state VSM, a lean team can then develop a plan to bring the lead time 
closer to a value-added processing time by working around constraints; this is known as a “future 
state” VSM (Lu, 2011). 
Serrano (2008), introduced five steps in order to create a VSM process, such as 1) a 
product family should be identified: understand and determine various product families that have 
similar process. 2) Prepare a plan that shows the current situation. 3) Prepare a plan that shows 
the future situation. 4) Prepare and describe the work plan. 5) Reaching to the work plan. First of 
all, every VSM requires to investigate during the production cycle in order to integral implement. 
Therefore, a value stream manager needed to supervise on process flow or identify any problem 
that occurs. The first stage is to select a family product and workstations for production process. 
There are various information required to start the first step. As an example, a list of information 
should be provided to VS manager, such as the number of stocks and workstations availability, 
materials, machines and equipment requirements, and production planning methods. Based on 
the collected information and requirements, a current value stream map should be prepared to 
draw in the form of a graph. The main goal of VSM is to specify the wastages and show the 
elimination of wastages in a graphic way. A current VSM should be performed according to the 
collected information and established plan. Also, the production process is implemented based 
on the VSM and its measurement. After the process, a manager should evaluate the advantages 
and disadvantages of the process and the steps obtained from the VSM. Analyzing the current 
VSM and preparing a conclusion of process help managers to prepare better for future VSM 
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(Figure 1). Also, there are different ways to create a VSM, such as using pen and pencil in 
simple paper or using advanced programs. But the first and important step to create a VSM is to 
understand the value- added and non-value-added activities in the process. 
Figure 2: Serrano five steps to create a VSM 
5S Standards and Discipline: 5s is shown to a workplace organization and 
standardization. Hiroyuki Hirano stated “Behind all workplace successes failure are the 5S’s 
(Manos, 2012). Chapman in 2005 addressed in his book that 5s score needs to be posted in each 
workplace for team leaders and workers to review and remind the continuous improvement 
opportunities. Table1 shows the 5s progression and translation from Japanese terms to English. 
5s contains five simple and important verbs that start with “S”: Sort, Set in order, Shine, 
Standardize and Sustain (Chapman, 2005).   
Table 1: The 5S 
Japanese Translation Conversion Other 
Seri Organization Sort Sorting 
Seiton Neatness Set in order Simplify 
Seiso Cleaning Shine Sweep 
Seiketso Standardization Standardize Standardize 
Shitsuke Discipline Sustain Self-discipline 
 
1) Sort: during the sorting process, all products need to be identified in three 












on  plan 
Follow the 
plan to drive 
to future plan 
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workplace. Sorting area should be clean and organized. It is important to keep just those 
parts in workplace that need to be sorted. All other products, in categories 2 and 3 must 
be kept in separated area. Those three categories are identified by three different color 
tags: red, yellow, green. Red tag just used for scrap products, yellow used for holding 
parts in hold area, and green used in sorting process products. Also, all three tags should 
have identification items, such as date and a reason (Manos & Vincent, 2012. p, 104). 
2) Set in order: every single item needs to be located in correct place or 
home for sake of easy availability. Set-in-order is applicable by using visual methods, 
such as sign, label, lines, and color code. Al-Aomar believes that companies can reduce 
their waste time and lot size by keeping items in a right place with the right tag. (Al-
Aomar, 2011). In conclusion, every item should be found in a work area in 30 second or 
less.    
3) Shine: shine is a part of 5s process of inspecting that focuses on 
cleanliness. Teams determine how and who is responsible for cleaning process. Cleaning 
process is mostly for storage area, machines, and equipment. In addition to cleaning, 
workers and operators are responsible to check the condition of equipment and machines.    
4) Standardize: every stage in a company needs to have a guidelines, rules, 
and work instruction. Manos & Vincent (2012) stated in their book that standardize can 
be found in the first three stages (sort, set in order and shine).  Usually, companies 
dedicate few minutes at the end of each shifts for cleaning and 5s activities.  
5) Sustain: sustain is keeping the rules to continue the standard & maintain 
to improve every day.  
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Benefits of 5S workplace organization: “5S is related to workplace organization and it 
forms a solid foundation upon which many organizations base their drive for continuous 
improvement”. (Hodge, 2011) 5S is generally applicable and useful to reach high impact results. 
It is a systematic and methodical approach allowing teams to organize their workplace in the 
safest and most efficient manner. The discipline to check & repair equipment is included & 
adopted. The entire process is managed through the use of team generated audit documents, 
completed on an agreed frequency by responsible owners within the Gemba. 
Visual Workplace: The visual workplace includes numerous of visual devices which are 
made by workers. Every worker can easily access functionality of devices and the information 
about devices help to providing waste time. Visual devices should answer most of the worker’s 
questions. First of all, organizations should have standards and teach workers on how to do the 
right thing in the right way, which is part of definition of operational excellence (Liu et al., 
2017).  
Some banners and signs are printed in order to help to keep workers and facility safe and 
efficient. Santos et al. suggested “addressing” idea that some of the equipment should be 
available and giving a visual name, place, and symbol since this method could decrease the 
waste and risk (2001). In our workplace, there were various kinds of steel metals and fittings that 
had different performance. Therefore, a brief specifications and explanation really help workers 






Chapter 3: Methodology  
The methodology of this project is based on quantitative data. 
Method 1(Objective 1): To apply Lean System in this project on dies’ section, some data 
should be collected; these data are the location and situations of them. To have information about 
every die, some hard forms will be prepared to collect die information. These forms also need to 
be recorded digitally by Microsoft Excel program. 
Method 2(Objectives 1 and 4): Author is going to collect several groups of data to find 
out if applying Lean System on stamping area leads the company to improved production. 
For this purpose, the data will be collected in two periods; before start of the project, and 
when the project is done. 
First group of data is length of times that a fork-lift driver spends to move a die from the 
storage section to a press place. Length of this time will be calculated from the moment that the 
fork-lift arrives to the storage section till the moment the fork lift arrives to the press place. 
Second group of data are length of times that a fork-lift driver needs to carry a die from a 
press place to the storage section. To calculate this duration, the timer will start at the moment 
that the fork-lift touches the die till it puts that die in the storage section. 
The Next groups of data that need to be collected are about production of each press. The 
number of parts that are produced will be counted for every press machine every day. Also, In 
order to check the quality of the production, number of scrapped parts will be noticed too. 
Last group of data are the length of the times that a press is on-hold for a day. However, it 
is necessary to have the holding reason to find out if that reason is related to the project purpose. 
Method 3 (Objective 2, 3 and 4): After collecting all the data, it is time to compare the 
data for the first period of project with the second group of data. Outcome of this comparison is 
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what we were looking for. Statistical tools and software, such as tables (like table with median), 
























Chapter 4: Finding and Result 
Data Collection Period: Data collection for this research, started on February, 8, 2017 
and it continued until March, 31, 2017 in three phases. The first phase was before applying 
changes, from February 8
th
 to March 5
th
, the second phase was during implemented changes to 
the dies moving process, from March 6
th
 to March 12
th
, and the last phase was after the project is 
done from March 13
th
 to March 31
st
. 
Coding the Dies: Before that data collection were being started it was necessary to give 
a specific code to each die. Because the actual die numbers are classified for the company and 
they could not be used in the research. For this reason, each die was coded with following 
method. 
Every code has three different parts. First part is a three digit number. This number can be 
100, 101…, and 120, depends on the company that die is used to produce its parts. And also, 
every costumer has been given its own three digit number. For example, if the number 115 had 
been given to company “X”, then all the dies that produce parts for company “X” have a code 
started with 115 in this research. The second part of a code shows the press machine(s) 
number(s) that the die is used by. This number can have one to eight digits ordered from smallest 
number to the largest number. For example, if a die is used by press machines number two, three, 
six, and eight, the second part of the code for this die would be 2368. Finally, the last part of the 
code is a specific four or five digit number to separate all the dies from each other by these 
codes. To give this number to each die, all the part numbers have been put in one column (the 
part number is different from actual die number sometimes) and then with the order of the 
column, a four digit number was assigned for each part. After that, this number was used as third 
part of the code. Also, for some parts there would be more than one die to be produced, then the 
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four digit number was used for one of the dies and for the next die, a “1” was added to the part 
code at the end. After that, this five digit number was given to the die as third part of die code. 
For example, if a part has the code number of 1234 and two different dies are used to produce 
this part, then one of them has the number 1234 as the last part of its code, and the other has the 
number of 12341. To find out more information about a part, its code could be started with one 
of the three different numbers of “one”, “two”, or “nine”. If a part is being moved to shipping 
area from stamping area, its code starts with “one”, if it has to go to welding section after 
stamping, it starts with “two”, and if it need to be painted after stamping, it will start with “nine”. 
For an overview on coding the dies, there is an example about a die code. Let there is a 
die that produces a part for company “X” with the company code “115” and this die is used by 
press machines number “1”, “3”, “6”, and “7” to produce the part number “1234” (which means 
it will be moved to shipping area after stamping). Therefore, the number of “115-1367-1234” 
will be assigned to this die.   
Data Collection Method: Different sets of data have been collected during three phases 
for the research and several types of tables have been provided to categorize data for future 
analyze. To fill out these tables, press operators and fork-lift drivers have been asked to record 
some information about their work. Die moving sheets were filled out by fork-lift drivers. 
Information about moving every die from storage to a press machine or moving from a press 
machine to the storage was collected. The information include die number, date of movement, 
starting time of the movement - which is the time that a fork- lift driver was told to bring (take) a 
die from (to) the storage-, ending time - which is the time that the fork-lift driver puts the die in 




The press operators have been asked to report some information about the production. 
They reported: which die they use, what day the part was produced, at what time the production 
started, at what time they stopped the press, how long the press was on hold during the 
production, how many parts they have produced, and how many of them were bad parts.  
This information has been collected in all three phases of research. At the end of the 
phase two, recording the information about every die location has started. This information 
includes the date and time that a die has been moved from one location to another. 
Preparing for the Project: After collecting the data, the first step was translating the die 
numbers to die codes for using in the research, then this information was recorded digitally with 
Microsoft excel.  
During the phase one, In addition to data collection, the needed shelves have been 
ordered. Also, the dies that were not used in the production anymore have been labeled by a red 
label. 
Applying the Changes: In the phase 2 the shelves have been placed in the storage area. 
Also, they have been located behind the location of every press machine. 
For every die, a specific area has been chosen on the shelf in the storage and the dies have 
been placed on their specific locations. Also, all the dies with the red labels have been removed 
to outside of the company and stored in another place. 
Analyzing the Collected Data: To explain the result of this research, in the first step, the 
collected data from each press will be reviewed separately, after that, combined data of all 
presses will be studied.  
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There are 18 work shifts in phase 1, 5 work shifts in phase 2, and 15 work shifts in phase 
3. Therefore, since the length of each phase is different with the others, it makes more sense to 
calculate average of data for every phase for 1 shift during each week. 
Analyzing the Collected Data for Press 1: 
Table 2 shows the total and average data for press 1. 
Table 2: Press 1 Information
 
There are two kinds of data in this table, some data are based on time, and the others are 
based on the number of produced parts. 
Table 2 shows that there is an increase in average running time pre shift for the press 1 
from phase 1 to phase 3. The highest average running time per shift in phase 1 is 3.87 hours, and 
the lowest average running time in phase 3 is 3.91 hours.  
On the other hand, the data about the average holding time per shift doesn’t show any 
tangible decrease or increase from phase 1 to phase 3. In phase 1, average holding times per shift 
are between 4.73 hours and 5.00 hours, and in phase 3 they are between 4.74 hours and 4.86 
hours.  
Figures 3 and 4 show the changes on running time and holding time in all three phases, 
and figure 5 shows both information together for sake of better comparison for press 1. 
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Figure 3: Average Running Time per Shift for Press 1 
The improvement in running time for press 1 has affected the number of the parts, which 
are produced in every period. 
Production in phase 1 is between 2172.6 parts and 2312.667 parts per shift in average and 
these numbers for phase 3 are between 2348.444 and 2421.111 parts per shift in average.  
It is also clear that increase in production is not just in number of parts, but also in good 
parts as well. Figure 6 shows the increase of production of good parts form first week of phase1 
to the last week of phase 3, and accordingly, figure 7 shows that the changes in the number of 
production and number of good parts are very similar. 
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Figure 4: Average Holding Time per Shift for Press 1 
Figure 5: Average Running Time and Holding Tim per Shift for Press 1 
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Figure 6: Average of Production of Good Parts per Shift for Press 1 
Figure 7: Average of Total Production and Production of Good Parts for Press 1 
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By looking at the number of scrapped parts (bad parts), the improvement in the quality of 
the production is considered as rejected. 
Figure 8 show that there is no important change in the percentage of scrapped parts in 
production from phase1 to phase 3. It means that quantity of production for phase 1 has been 
increased. 
Figure 8: Average Percentage of Scrapped parts for Press 1 
Analyzing the Collected Data for Press 2: 
Table 3 includes the collected data for press 2. 




Table 3: Press 2 Information
 
In the first phase, the average running times per shift are between 4.17 hours and 4.46 
hours. And also, the average running times per shift are between 4.66 hours and 4.83 hours in 
phase 3.  
Figure 9 shows the slight improvement for average running time per shift for press 2. 
Figure 9: Average Running Time per Shift for Press 2 
By looking at figure 10, it is obvious that there are some changes from phase 1 to phase 3 
on average holding time per shift. 
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Figure 10 shows a slight decrease from phase 1 to phase 3, but by studying the details, it 
demonstrates the constant result. The holding time per shift in phase 1 is at least 3.97 hours and 
at most 4.17 hours. These numbers for phase 3 are 3.93 hours and 4.03 hours. This means that 
there is no absolute decrease in holding time. 
Figure 10: Average Holding Time per Shift for Press 2 
Having both diagrams together in figure 11, helps to have a better view to compare both 
results. It also shows that the running time doesn’t depend on holding time. 
The data regarding to the average of production of good parts shows that there is better 
production in phase 3 than phase 1. 
 Absolute increase in production of good parts in phase 3 can be seen in figure 12. Table 
3 also supports this claim. The numbers in this table show that there is at least 200 more pieces 
of good parts in phase 3 than phase 1, in terms of average per shift. 
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Figure 11: Average Running Time and Holding Tim per Shift for Press 2 
As it is shown in figure 13, the improvement is not the cause of reducing the bad parts in 
the production. Figure 13 shows the same rate for both good parts and total production per shift. 




Figure 12: Average of Production of Good Parts per Shift for Press 2 
Figure 13: Average of Total Production and Production of Good Parts for Press 2 
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Figure 14: Average Percentage of Scrapped parts for Press 2 
Analyzing the Collected Data for Press 3: 
Production situation of phases 1 and 3 can be explained in detailed by table 4 for Press 3. 
Table 4: Press 3 Information
 
Similarly, there is increase in running time in phase 3 and figure 15 confirms it. The 
numbers are very close to each other for press 3, but still the differences are palpable. The 
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highest average of running time per shift is 4.76 hours for phase 1 and the lowest average of the 
running time per shift for phase 3 is 4.83 hours. 
Figure 15: Average Running Time per Shift for Press 3 
Average holding time per shift in phase 1 is between 3.73 hours and 3.93 hours. It is 
between 3.84 hours and 3.94 hours for phase 3. It seems that there is also slight increase in 
holding time. As it is shown in figure 16, the last week of phase 3 has the highest average 
holding time per shift during the data collection. And also, figure 17 shows that the holding time 
of the press 3 doesn’t depend on the length of running time.  





 – March 24
th
) of phase 1, there is the highest number of average production of good 
parts per shift, which equals to 6290.56 parts. This is less than the lowest number for average 
production of good parts per shift in phase 3, which equals to 6387.44 parts in the last week of 
data collection (figure 18). The difference is not too significant (less than 100 good parts). Since 
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there was not too much difference in running time between phase 1 and phase 3, this data can be 
acceptable. 
Figure 16: Average Holding Time per Shift for Press 3 
Figure 19 shows the changes of average total production per shift and average production 
of good parts per shift. Similar curves confirm the result that is concluded from figure 20.  
Figure 20 demonstrates that changes of percentage of scrapped parts are too low that it 
can be ignored. This means that project didn’t affect the quality of the production for press 3 and 




Figure 17: Average Running Time and Holding Tim per Shift for Press 3 
Figure 18: Average of Production of Good Parts per Shift for Press 3 
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Figure 19: Average of Total Production and Production of Good Parts for Press 3 
Figure 20: Average Percentage of Scrapped parts for Press 3 
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Analyzing the Collected Data for Press 4: 
As it is shown in table 5, average running times in phase 3 are higher than phase1 for 
Press 4. 4.54, 4.22, 4.46, and 4.46 hours are average running times in phase 1. They are 4.92, 
4.96, and 4.98 hours for phase 3. Figure 21 clearly shows the increase in running time in the last 
three weeks in the phase 3.  
Table 5: Press 4 Information
 
Figure 21: Average Running Time per Shift for Press 4 
On the other hand, figure 22 shows that there is no significant difference between phase 1 
and phase 3 regarding holding time.  
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Figure 22: Average Holding Time per Shift for Press 4 
By combining figure 21 and figure 22, it can be seen that there is no relation between 
holding time and running time. This combination is shown in figure 23. 
The high increase in running time for press 4 causes the higher number of good 
production in the phase 3. Figure 24 shows that more than at least 500 good parts produced more 
in every shift in average in phase 3 than phase 1.  
The increase in production is not only in good part, but total production too. Figure 25 
shows that there is increase in total production from phase 1 to phase 3 with almost the same rate 
as increase in good production. By reviewing the data regarding scrapped parts for press 4, it is 
obvious that the number of scrapped parts almost depend on the number of total production. 
Figure 26 shows that the percentage of scrapped parts is almost constant for all phases. 
There is just one exception that seems different from other weeks, but it cannot be 
explained by this information. 
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Figure 23: Average Running Time and Holding Tim per Shift for Press 4 
Figure 24: Average of Production of Good Parts per Shift for Press 4 
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Figure 25: Average of Total Production and Production of Good Parts for Press 4 
Figure 26: Average Percentage of Scrapped parts for Press 4 
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Analyzing the Collected Data for Press 5: 
Table 6 shows the information about press 5. Reviewing this information helps to find out 
the result of the project for this press machine. The collected data regarding running time of this 
press shows that the impact of the project is positive on this press. There is an absolute increase 
in average running time per shift from phase 1 to phase 3.  
Table 6: Press 5 Information
 
Figure 27 shows the average running time per shift for every week of the phases. The 
average running time per shift in phase 1 is between 4.00 hours and 4.50 hours. These numbers 
are increased to 4.78 hours and 5.04 hours in phase 3.  
Compare to the changes in the running time for press 5, there is almost no change in 
holding time. The lowest average holding time per shift in phase 1 is 3.87 hours and this number 
for phase 3 is 3.69 hours. The highest number for average holding time per shift for phase 1 and 
phase 3 are 3.94 hours and 3.88 hours respectively.  
Figure 28 fairly shows what have been explained above.  
Also, figure 29 clearly shows that running time and holding time are independent. 
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Figure 27: Average Running Time per Shift for Press 5 
 
Figure 28: Average Holding Time per Shift for Press 5 
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Figure 29: Average Running Time and Holding Tim per Shift for Press 5 
Information about scrapped parts shows that there is increase in producing bad parts from 
phase 1 to phase 3. After reviewing in details, the theory of regression in production will be 
rejected. Figure 30 shows the average percentage of the scrapped parts per shift in every week. 
This diagram shows that the ratio of scrapped parts to total production remained almost constant 
during the entire project. Then, as it is shown in the figure 31, there should be an increase in 
production of good parts to have a diagram like figure 31. The average production of good part 
per shift is between 5411.44 parts and 6118.00 parts in phase 1. These numbers are 6543.00 parts 
and 6909.11 parts in phase 3.  
Figure 32 also confirms explanation above regarding increase in production with constant 
ratio of the scrapped parts. 
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Figure 30: Average Percentage of Scrapped parts for Press 5 
Figure 31: Average of Production of Good Parts per Shift for Press 5 
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Figure 32: Average of Total Production and Production of Good Parts for Press 5 
Analyzing the Collected Data for Press 6: 
Information about press 6 is located in the table 7. By looking at the data in table 7, it can 
be concluded that there is more running time in phase 3 than phase 1. The average running times 
per shift in phase 1 are 4.27, 4.00, 4.02, and 4.14 hours from 1
st
  week to 4
th
 week.   The numbers 
4.70, 4.83, and 4.81 hours are the average running times per shift in phase 3 for last three weeks. 
Figure 33 shows this increase form phase 1 to phase 3. It is known as an improvement in 
production for press 6. If there is less holding time at the end of the project, then it will be 
another positive change in the process for press 6. Figure 34 shows the changes in the average 
holding time per shift for press 6 from week 1 to week 8. Figure 34 show that, there are some 
differences between average holding times per shift for phase 1 and phase 3. The average 
holding times per shift in phase 1 are between 4 hours and 4.25 hours, and they are between 3.89 
hours and 3.98 hours in phase 3. Figure 35 demonstrates both diagrams of running time and 
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holding time for press 6 combined. It can be concluded that the changes in the holding time for 
press 6 from phase 1 to phase 3 are inconsiderable in compare to the changes in the running time. 
Table 7: Press 6 Information
 
Figure 33: Average Running Time per Shift for Press 6 
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Figure 34: Average Holding Time per Shift for Press 6 
Figure 35: Average Running Time and Holding Tim per Shift for Press 6 
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Although the changes in holding time are hard to be known as improvement, the row 
“good production” in table 7 shows other information, which means better production in phase 3 
than phase 1. 
Press 6 produced 2523.40 good parts in average per shift in phase 1 at most. However, 
the efficiency of this press is at least 2785.78 good parts in average per shift in phase 3, which is 
clearly shown in figure 36. 
Figure 36: Average of Production of Good Parts per Shift for Press 6 
Increase in number of parts is also seen in scrapped parts. Figure 37 shows that the 
percentage of scrapped parts is near to constant in this period. This means, although there is an 
improvement in good parts, it is mostly because of higher production than having less bad parts. 
Figure 38 shows that total production and production of good parts change same as each other 
during the data collection. 
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Figure 37: Average Percentage of Scrapped parts for Press 6 
Figure 38: Average of Total Production and Production of Good Parts for Press 6 
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Analyzing the Collected Data for Press 7: 
During the data collection, like other press machines, the information about press 7 has 
been collected. Table 8 has information about press 7. Like all other previous press machines, by 
looking into this information, it is obvious that there is more running time in phase 3 than phase 
1 for press 3. 
Table 8: Press 7 Information
 
Average running time per shift is shown in figure 39 for every week. The running time 
for press 7 is between 4.56 hours and 4.76 hours for phase 1 and 4.93 hours and 5.06 hours for 
phase 3. Figure 40 shows the information regarding the average holding time per shift in every 
week for press 7. It is hard to say that there is a tangible change in the holding time, but when 
two diagrams of “running time” and “holding time” are combined in figure 41, it seems that 
there is a reverse relationship between the length of running time and holding time, because as 
there is more running time there would be less holding time.  
The impact of the project on number of produced parts can be explained by analyzing 
figure 42. The curve in figure 42 shows an absolute increase in production of good parts form 
phase 1 to phase 3. The best average of the production of good parts in phase 1 is 8175.00 parts 
per shift, and this number of production is 282 parts less than the lowest average production of 
good parts per shift in phase 3. It is clear that it should be an increase in total production too.  
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Figure 39: Average Running Time per Shift for Press 7 
Figure 40: Average Holding Time per Shift for Press 7 
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Figure 41: Average Running Time and Holding Tim per Shift for Press 7 
Figure 42: Average of Production of Good Parts per Shift for Press 7 
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Figure 43 shows changes of average of total production per shift for every week besides 
average of production of good parts per shift. The gap between two graphs is the average number 
of scrapped parts per shift, which as it is shown the gap is constant throughout the project. 
If there is an improvement in quality of production, then there should be reduction in ratio 
of number of scrapped parts to total production. Figure 44 shows that the percentage of scrapped 
parts was not reduced. Therefore, the quality of production has not been changed for press 7. 
Figure 43: Average of Total Production and Production of Good Parts for Press 7 
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Figure 44: Average Percentage of Scrapped parts for Press 7 
Analyzing the Collected Data for Press 8: 
Table 9 includes information regarding running time, holding time, production of good 
parts, number of scrapped parts, and total production for press 8 per week for phase 1, 2, and 3. 
Table 9: Press 8 Information
 
This table also demonstrates the average of this information per shift for every week. 
Figures 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, and 50 give a better view to explain the data included in table 8. 
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Figure 45: Average Running Time per Shift for Press 8 
Figure 46: Average Holding Time per Shift for Press 8 
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Figure 47: Average Running Time and Holding Tim per Shift for Press 8 
Figure 48: Average of Production of Good Parts per Shift for Press 8 
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Figure 49: Average of Total Production and Production of Good Parts for Press 8 
Figure 50: Average Percentage of Scrapped parts for Press 8 
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Reviewing figure 45 shows that the number of hours that press 8 was running in phase 3 
are more than these numbers in phase 1. The average running times per shift are between 4.13 
hours and 4.58 hours in phase 1 and it is between 4.93 hours and 5.06 hours for phase 3. It also 
seems that there is a positive effect on length of holding time after applying the changes in the 
stamping area. 
Figure 46 show that there is less average holding time per shift for every week in phase 3 
for press 8 than phase 1. 
In the best week in phase 1 there is an average of 3.70 hours of holding time for press 8 
per shift, but 3.79 hours is the longest time of average of holding per shift in phase 3. According 
to figure 47, the idea of existing relationship between running time and holding time is rejected.  
This diagram also shows that the changes on running time for press 8 are more 
perceptible than the changes on holding time. On the other hand, figure 49 shows that there is a 
strong relationship between the number of total production and the number of production of good 
parts. 
Figure 48 shows the changes of average production of good parts per shift from first 
week of phase 1 to the last week of phase 3. The average production of good parts per shift for 
press 8 in phase 1 is between 7211.00 parts and 8030.67 parts, and it is between 8646.78 parts 
and 8991.22 parts in phase 3. Like all other press machines, the quality of production did not 
change and there is almost constant ratio for scrapped parts in all three phases. Figure 50 shows 




Analyzing the Collected Data for Stamping area: 
Gathering the information about all press machines gives an overview about the 
production of stamping area. Table 10 has the combination of information of all 8 press 
machines together. This data can show the effect of changes on stamping area in production 
process. 
Table 10: Stamping Area Information
 
Figure 51 helps to analyze the information regarding running time for press machines in 
stamping area. As it is seen in figure 51, the average press-hour running time pre shift in 
stamping area increased from phase 1 to phase 3. Average press-hours running time per shift is 
between 33.74 hours and 35.11 hours per shift in phase 1, and it is between 37.83 hours and 




Figure 51: Average Running Time per Shift for Stamping Area 
The situation of holding time of press machines is different. Figure 52 show that there is 
not too much difference between press-hour holding times in phase 1 and phase 3. Figure 53 has 
information about average of press-hour holding time and running time for stamping area. It 
shows that the number of hours that press machines are running does not depend on the time that 
the press machines are on hold. 
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Figure 52: Average Holding Time per Shift for Stamping Area 
Another positive change in production of stamping area is about the number of 
production of good parts in this section. Figure 54 shows that the production of good parts in 
stamping area increased from phase 1 to phase 3. There is average production of good parts 
between 42387.44 parts and 44638.22 parts per shift in phase 1 and it is between 47924.44 parts 
and 49076.44 parts per shift in phase 3. 
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Figure 53: Average Running Time and Holding Tim per Shift for Stamping Area 
Figure 54: Average of Production of Good Parts per Shift for Stamping Area 
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Figure 55 shows that the number of production of good parts is not independent of 
number of total production in stamping area. Both diagrams in figure 55 increased with the same 
curve from phase 1 to phase 3. Figure 56 helps to have better understanding of the explanation 
above.  
Figure 56 shows that the percentage of scrapped parts in stamping area remained around 
2.1% in all the weeks of three phases. That means if the changes on stamping area helps to have 
more production, but it could not help to improve the quality of production. 




Figure 56: Average Percentage of Scrapped parts for Stamping Area 
Die Moving: 
There are six fork-lift drivers in the stamping are of the company that they move dies 
from storage to press machines and vice versa. Three fork-lift-driver work on first shift and the 
other three fork-lift drivers work on the second shift. At the beginning of every work day, first-
shift-fork-lift drivers move dies from stamping area to eight press machines and at the end of the 
day, dies are taken back to the storage. Also, it is known to drivers to move which specific press 
machine dies.  
At the first shift, driver “OF” moves dies for press machines number one, two, and six. 
Driver “HM” moves dies for press machines number three, four, and five, and driver “CS” 
moves dies for press machines number seven and eight.  
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At the second shift, driver “AS” moves dies for press machines number one, two, and six. 
Driver “BT’ moves dies for press machines number three, four, and five, and driver “RT” moves 
dies for press machines number seven and eight. 
At the first of the phase one, fork-lift drivers were asked to record some information 
about moving the dies. This information include die number, the place that the die is moved 
from, the place that the die is moved to, date of movement, start time of movement, and end time 
of movement. 
Recorded data has been collected by researcher and they have been saved digitally after 
translating the die number to die codes through Microsoft Excel software. Tables in appendix are 
the information about moving the dies by fork-lift drivers. 
After collecting all data, duration of every movement has been calculated. Tables “Die 
moving time calculation” in appendix show the time periods that a driver moved a die from 
storage to a press machine or vice versa. Table 11 shows the total time that a driver spent every 
week to move dies from storage to press machines and form press machine to storage. It also 
shows average time for every movement in every week for all the drivers.  
To analyze the impact of the project on the duration of the time of die movements, 
average of the movement times for phase one and phase three will be compared for each driver 
separately. 
Figure 57 shows that the driver “OF” spent between 15.33 minutes and 26 minutes in 
average to move a die from storage to a press machine in phase 1, but after implementing the 
changes in stamping area, it took less than four minutes in average to move a die from storage to 




Table 11: Spent Time by Fork-Lift Drivers to Move Dies
 
Decreasing in die moving time from storage to press machine by “OF” could be due to 
earlier start time in production for press machines one, two, and six in the first shift. Therefore, 




Figure 57: Average Spent Time per Die Movement by OF from the Storage to a Press 
Figure 58 shows that the average used time to move a die from storage to press by “HM” 
has been decreased from phase 1 to phase 3.  
“HM” spent 10.89 minutes in average in the first week, 20.40 minutes in the second 
week, 18.89 minutes in the third week, and 27.07 minutes in the fourth week of phase 1 to move 
a die from storage to a press. However,  in phase 3, “HM” spent between 2.33 minutes and 4.60 
minutes in average to move a die from storage to a press. 
The effects of these differences are clearly seen on production of press machines number 
three, four, and five. 
Figure 59 shows that how long it took for a die to be moved from storage to press 
machine by “CS” in average every week. Reduction of spent time from phase 1 to phase 3 is 
clear in figure 59. 
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Figure 58: Average Spent Time per Die Movement by HM from the Storage to a Press 
Figure 59: Average Spent Time per Die Movement by CS from the Storage to a Press 
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Figures 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, and 65 shows that there is also less spent time in average for 
every driver to move a die from a press to the storage in phase 3 rather than phase 1. However, 
since most of these movements are at the end of the day and press machines are already stopped, 
the changes in production of stamping area cannot be concluded as a result of these time savings.  
Figure 60: Average Spent Time per Die Movement by OF from a Press to the Storage 
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Figure 61: Average Spent Time per Die Movement by HM from a Press to the Storage  
Figure 62: Average Spent Time per Die Movement by CS from a Press to the Storage 
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Figure 63: Average Spent Time per Die Movement by AS from a Press to the Storage 
Figure 64: Average Spent Time per Die Movement by BT from a Press to the Storage 
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Driver Name: OF Week: 2/6/17-2/10/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
103-16-1068 Storage Press 1 2/8/2017 6:03 6:18 
111-2-1166 Storage Press 2 2/8/2017 6:19 6:32 
103-16-1069 Storage Press 6 2/8/2017 6:33 6:45 
103-16-1068 Storage Press 1 2/9/2017 6:01 6:09 
111-2-1166 Storage Press 2 2/9/2017 6:10 6:21 
103-16-1069 Storage Press 6 2/9/2017 6:22 6:31 
103-16-1068 Storage Press 1 2/10/2017 6:01 6:15 
111-2-1166 Storage Press 2 2/10/2017 6:16 6:30 
101-6-1002 Storage Press 6 2/10/2017 6:31 7:13 
103-16-1068 Press 1 Storage 2/10/2017 14:25 14:28 
111-2-1166 Press 2 Storage 2/10/2017 14:29 14:32 
101-6-1002 Press 6 Storage 2/10/2017 14:33 14:36 
Driver Name: OF Week: 2/13/17-2/17/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
103-16-1069 Storage Press 1 2/13/2017 6:00 6:17 
111-2-1188 Storage Press 2 2/13/2017 6:18 6:54 
103-16-1068 Storage Press 6 2/13/2017 6:55 7:17 
103-16-1069 Storage Press 1 2/14/2017 6:00 6:30 
111-2-1188 Storage Press 2 2/14/2017 6:24 7:10 
103-16-1068 Storage Press 6 2/14/2017 7:03 8:00 
103-16-1069 Storage Press 1 2/15/2017 6:00 6:22 
111-2-1188 Storage Press 2 2/15/2017 6:23 6:48 
101-6-1002 Storage Press 6 2/15/2017 6:49 7:01 
103-16-1069 Storage Press 1 2/16/2017 6:01 6:17 
111-2-1166 Storage Press 2 2/16/2017 6:18 6:23 
101-6-1002 Storage Press 6 2/16/2017 6:24 6:36 
103-16-1068 Storage Press 1 2/17/2017 6:01 6:32 
111-2-1188 Storage Press 2 2/17/2017 6:33 6:57 
101-6-1002 Storage Press 6 2/17/2017 6:58 7:33 
103-16-1068 Press 1 Storage 2/17/2017 14:25 14:28 
111-2-1188 Press 2 Storage 2/17/2017 14:29 14:32 
101-6-1002 Press 6 Storage 2/17/2017 14:33 14:40 
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Driver Name: OF Week:2/20/17-2/24/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
103-16-1071 Storage Press 1 2/20/2017 6:01 6:38 
111-2-1189 Storage Press 2 2/20/2017 6:39 7:03 
103-16-1072 Storage Press 6 2/20/2017 7:04 7:39 
103-16-1071 Storage Press 1 2/21/2017 6:14 6:31 
111-2-1189 Storage Press 2 2/21/2017 6:32 6:41 
103-16-1072 Storage Press 6 2/21/2017 6:42 6:57 
103-16-1071 Storage Press 1 2/22/2017 6:00 6:07 
111-2-1189 Storage Press 2 2/22/2017 6:08 6:21 
101-6-1006 Storage Press 6 2/22/2017 6:22 6:37 
103-16-1071 Storage Press 1 2/23/2017 6:00 6:08 
000-2345-9008 Storage Press 2 2/23/2017 6:09 6:36 
101-6-1002 Storage Press 6 2/23/2017 6:37 6:48 
103-16-1068 Storage Press 1 2/24/2017 6:00 6:23 
111-2-1189 Storage Press 2 2/24/2017 6:24 6:35 
101-6-1002 Storage Press 6 2/24/2017 6:36 6:46 
103-16-1068 Press 1 Storage 2/24/2017 14:25 14:29 
111-2-1189 Press 2 Storage 2/24/2017 14:30 14:33 
101-6-1002 Press 6 Storage 2/24/2017 14:34 14:38 
Driver Name: OF Week: 2/27/17-3/3/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
103-16-1072 Storage Press 1 2/27/2017 6:01 6:23 
119-2345-1347 Storage Press 2 2/27/2017 6:24 6:59 
103-16-1071 Storage Press 6 2/27/2017 7:00 7:17 
103-16-1072 Storage Press 1 2/28/2017 6:01 6:15 
119-2345-1348 Storage Press 2 2/28/2017 6:16 6:52 
103-16-1071 Storage Press 6 2/28/2017 6:53 7:02 
103-16-1072 Storage Press 1 3/1/2017 6:02 6:17 
119-2345-1345 Storage Press 2 3/1/2017 6:18 7:01 
101-6-1006 Storage Press 6 3/1/2017 7:02 7:22 
103-16-1072 Storage Press 1 3/2/2017 6:01 6:15 
119-2345-13451 Storage Press 2 3/2/2017 6:16 6:41 
101-6-1006 Storage Press 6 3/2/2017 6:42 6:53 
103-16-1068 Storage Press 1 3/3/2017 6:00 6:23 
120-2345-1442 Storage Press 2 3/3/2017 6:24 6:48 
101-6-1006 Storage Press 6 3/3/2017 6:49 7:12 
103-16-1068 Press 1 Storage 3/3/2017 14:25 14:28 
120-2345-1442 Press 2 Storage 3/3/2017 14:29 14:33 




Driver Name: OF Week: 3/6/17-3/10/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
119-16-1331 Storage Press 1 3/6/2017 6:00 6:38 
119-2-1422 Storage Press 2 3/6/2017 6:39 6:59 
119-16-1332 Storage Press 6 3/6/2017 7:00 7:42 
119-16-1331 Storage Press 1 3/7/2017 6:00 6:22 
119-2-1422 Storage Press 2 3/7/2017 6:23 6:37 
119-16-1332 Storage Press 6 3/7/2017 6:38 6:57 
119-16-1331 Storage Press 1 3/8/2017 6:00 6:25 
119-2-1422 Storage Press 2 3/8/2017 6:26 6:40 
119-16-1332 Storage Press 6 3/8/2017 6:41 6:57 
119-16-1331 Storage Press 1 3/9/2017 6:00 6:20 
119-2-1422 Storage Press 2 3/9/2017 6:21 6:33 
119-16-1332 Storage Press 6 3/9/2017 6:34 6:43 
119-16-1331 Storage Press 1 3/10/2017 6:00 6:12 
119-2-1422 Storage Press 2 3/10/2017 6:13 6:29 
119-16-1332 Storage Press 6 3/10/2017 6:30 6:42 
119-16-1331 Press 1 Storage 3/10/2017 14:25 14:31 
119-2-1422 Press 2 Storage 3/10/2017 14:32 14:39 
119-16-1332 Press 6 Storage 3/10/2017 14:40 14:55 
Driver Name: OF Week: 3/13/17-3/17/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
111-16-1180 Storage Press 1 3/13/2017 6:00 6:05 
102-2345-1012 Storage Press 2 3/13/2017 6:06 6:12 
114-6-2001 Storage Press 6 3/13/2017 6:13 6:18 
111-16-1180 Storage Press 1 3/14/2017 6:00 6:03 
102-2345-1012 Storage Press 2 3/14/2017 6:04 6:07 
114-6-2001 Storage Press 6 3/14/2017 6:08 6:11 
111-16-1180 Storage Press 1 3/15/2017 6:00 6:03 
102-2345-10121 Storage Press 2 3/15/2017 6:04 6:09 
114-6-2001 Storage Press 6 3/15/2017 6:10 6:13 
111-16-1180 Storage Press 1 3/16/2017 6:00 6:02 
102-2345-10121 Storage Press 2 3/16/2017 6:03 6:06 
114-6-2001 Storage Press 6 3/16/2017 6:07 6:10 
111-16-1180 Storage Press 1 3/17/2017 6:00 6:03 
102-2345-1014 Storage Press 2 3/17/2017 6:04 6:08 
111-6-2001 Storage Press 6 3/17/2017 6:09 6:12 
102-2345-1014 Press 2 Storage 3/17/2017 9:30 9:33 
102-2345-1017 Storage Press 2 3/17/2017 9:33 9:37 
111-16-1180 Press 1 Storage 3/17/2017 14:25 14:27 
102-2345-1017 Press 2 Storage 3/17/2017 14:28 14:30 




Driver Name: OF Week: 3/20/17-3/24/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
110-12-1117 Storage Press 1 3/20/2017 6:00 6:03 
119-23-1350 Storage Press 2 3/20/2017 6:04 6:07 
114-6-2002 Storage Press 6 3/20/2017 6:08 6:10 
110-12-1117 Storage Press 1 3/21/2017 6:00 6:02 
119-23-1350 Storage Press 2 3/21/2017 6:03 6:05 
114-6-2002 Storage Press 6 3/21/2017 6:06 6:08 
110-12-1117 Storage Press 1 3/22/2017 6:00 6:02 
103-23-1077 Storage Press 2 3/22/2017 6:03 6:06 
114-6-2002 Storage Press 6 3/22/2017 6:07 6:09 
110-12-1117 Storage Press 1 3/23/2017 6:00 6:02 
103-23-1077 Storage Press 2 3/23/2017 6:03 6:05 
114-6-2002 Storage Press 6 3/23/2017 6:06 6:08 
110-12-1117 Storage Press 1 3/24/2017 6:00 6:02 
103-23-1077 Storage Press 2 3/24/2017 6:03 6:05 
114-6-2002 Storage Press 6 3/24/2017 6:06 6:08 
110-12-1117 Press 1 Storage 3/24/2017 14:25 14:27 
103-23-1077 Press 2 Storage 3/24/2017 14:28 14:30 
114-6-2002 Press 6 Storage 3/24/2017 14:31 14:34 
Driver Name: OF Week: 3/27/17-3/31/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
111-16-1175 Storage Press 1 3/27/2017 6:00 6:02 
120-23-1443 Storage Press 2 3/27/2017 6:03 6:05 
114-6-1313 Storage Press 6 3/27/2017 6:06 6:08 
111-16-1175 Storage Press 1 3/28/2017 6:00 6:02 
120-23-1443 Storage Press 2 3/28/2017 6:03 6:05 
114-6-1313 Storage Press 6 3/28/2017 6:06 6:08 
111-16-1175 Storage Press 1 3/29/2017 6:00 6:02 
120-23-1443 Storage Press 2 3/29/2017 6:03 6:05 
114-6-1313 Storage Press 6 3/29/2017 6:06 6:08 
111-16-1175 Storage Press 1 3/30/2017 6:00 6:02 
102-2345-1040 Storage Press 2 3/30/2017 6:03 6:06 
114-6-1313 Storage Press 6 3/30/2017 6:07 6:09 
111-16-1175 Storage Press 1 3/31/2017 6:01 6:03 
102-2345-1040 Storage Press 2 3/31/2017 6:04 6:06 
114-6-1313 Storage Press 6 3/31/2017 6:07 6:09 
111-16-1175 Press 1 Storage 3/31/2017 14:25 14:28 
102-2345-1040 Press 2 Storage 3/31/2017 14:29 14:32 




Driver Name: HM Week: 2/6/17-2/10/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
102-345-1051 Storage Press 3 2/8/2017 6:00 6:17 
102-345-1052 Storage Press 4 2/8/2017 6:18 6:33 
103-345-1075 Storage Press 5 2/8/2017 6:34 6:47 
103-345-1052 Storage Press 5 2/9/2017 6:00 6:05 
103-345-1051 Storage Press 4 2/9/2017 6:06 6:17 
103-345-1075 Storage Press 3 2/9/2017 6:18 6:30 
102-345-1052 Storage Press 3 2/10/2017 6:00 6:12 
103-345-1075 Storage Press 4 2/10/2017 6:19 6:25 
102-345-1051 Storage Press 5 2/10/2017 6:26 6:33 
102-345-1052 Press 3 Storage 2/10/2017 14:25 14:28 
103-345-1075 Press 4 Storage 2/10/2017 14:29 14:33 
102-345-1051 Press 5 Storage 2/10/2017 14:34 14:37 
Driver Name: HM Week: 2/13/17-2/17/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
113-345-1301 Storage Press 3 2/13/2017 6:00 6:27 
113-345-1302 Storage Press 4 2/13/2017 6:28 6:41 
113-345-1305 Storage Press 5 2/13/2017 6:42 6:58 
113-345-1305 Storage Press 3 2/14/2017 6:00 6:32 
113-345-1301 Storage Press 4 2/14/2017 6:33 6:47 
113-345-1302 Storage Press 5 2/14/2017 6:48 7:17 
113-345-1302 Storage Press 3 2/15/2017 6:01 6:26 
113-345-1305 Storage Press 4 2/15/2017 6:27 6:49 
113-345-1301 Storage Press 5 2/15/2017 6:50 7:12 
111-345-1152 Storage Press 3 2/16/2017 6:01 6:33 
111-345-1160 Storage Press 4 2/16/2017 6:34 6:50 
119-345-2011 Storage Press 5 2/16/2017 6:51 7:12 
102-345-1052 Storage Press 3 2/17/2017 6:00 6:12 
103-345-1075 Storage Press 4 2/17/2017 6:13 6:24 
102-345-1051 Storage Press 5 2/17/2017 6:25 6:39 
102-345-1052 Press 6 Storage 2/17/2017 14:25 14:28 
103-345-1075 Press 7 Storage 2/17/2017 14:29 14:33 










Driver Name: HM Week:2/20/17-2/24/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
102-3-1033 Storage Press 3 2/20/2017 6:02 6:37 
102-34-1035 Storage Press 4 2/20/2017 6:38 6:59 
102-2345-1012 Storage Press 5 2/20/2017 7:00 7:18 
102-3-1033 Storage Press 3 2/21/2017 6:00 6:13 
110-34-1106 Storage Press 4 2/21/2017 6:14 6:48 
102-2345-10121 Storage Press 5 2/21/2017 6:49 7:03 
102-3-1034 Storage Press 3 2/22/2017 6:00 6:29 
110-34-1107 Storage Press 4 2/22/2017 6:30 6:49 
102-2345-1014 Storage Press 5 2/22/2017 6:50 7:27 
102-3-1034 Storage Press 3 2/23/2017 6:01 6:14 
120-45-1429 Storage Press 4 2/23/2017 6:15 6:41 
102-2345-1017 Storage Press 5 2/23/2017 6:42 7:00 
000-2345-9008 Storage Press 3 2/24/2017 6:00 6:23 
102-2345-1012 Storage Press 4 2/24/2017 6:24 6:37 
102-45-1030 Storage Press 5 2/24/2017 6:38 6:56 
000-2345-9008 Press 3 Press 3 2/24/2017 14:25 14:29 
102-2345-1012 Press 4 Press 4 2/24/2017 14:30 14:33 
102-45-1030 Press 5 Press 5 2/24/2017 14:34 14:36 
Driver Name: HM Week: 2/27/17-3/3/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
119-23-1350 Storage Press 3 2/27/2017 6:02 6:33 
119-4-1326 Storage Press 4 2/27/2017 6:35 6:59 
119-345-1421 Storage Press 5 2/27/2017 7:00 7:42 
120-23-1443 Storage Press 3 2/28/2017 6:00 6:41 
119-4-1326 Storage Press 4 2/28/2017 6:42 6:58 
119-345-1418 Storage Press 5 2/28/2017 6:59 7:23 
104-3-1099 Storage Press 3 3/1/2017 6:00 6:32 
120-345-1441 Storage Press 4 3/1/2017 6:33 6:50 
119-345-1419 Storage Press 5 3/1/2017 6:51 7:02 
104-3-1099 Storage Press 3 3/2/2017 6:00 6:12 
120-45-1429 Storage Press 4 3/2/2017 6:13 6:51 
111-345-1152 Storage Press 5 3/2/2017 6:52 7:23 
102-2345-1040 Storage Press 3 3/3/2017 6:00 6:41 
120-45-1429 Storage Press 4 3/3/2017 6:42 7:03 
111-34578-1183 Storage Press 5 3/3/2017 7:04 7:29 
102-2345-1040 Press 3 Storage 3/3/2017 14:25 14:28 
120-45-1429 Press 4 Storage 3/3/2017 14:29 14:32 




Driver Name: HM Week: 3/6/17-3/10/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
111-345-1182 Storage Press 3 3/6/2017 6:00 6:47 
111-345-1184 Storage Press 4 3/6/2017 6:48 7:13 
111-345-1185 Storage Press 5 3/6/2017 7:14 7:29 
111-345-1182 Storage Press 3 3/7/2017 6:00 6:12 
111-345-1184 Storage Press 4 3/7/2017 6:13 6:25 
111-345-1185 Storage Press 5 3/7/2017 6:26 6:33 
111-345-1182 Storage Press 3 3/8/2017 6:00 6:09 
111-345-1184 Storage Press 4 3/8/2017 6:10 6:21 
111-345-1185 Storage Press 5 3/8/2017 6:22 6:34 
111-345-1165 Storage Press 3 3/9/2017 6:00 6:33 
111-345-1167 Storage Press 4 3/9/2017 6:34 6:52 
111-345-1168 Storage Press 5 3/9/2017 6:53 7:19 
111-345-1165 Storage Press 3 3/10/2017 6:00 6:13 
111-345-1167 Storage Press 4 3/10/2017 6:14 6:28 
111-345-1168 Storage Press 5 3/10/2017 6:29 6:40 
111-345-1165 Press 3 Storage 3/10/2017 14:25 14:31 
111-345-1167 Press 4 Storage 3/10/2017 14:32 14:42 
111-345-1168 Press 5 Storage 3/10/2017 14:43 14:49 
Driver Name: HM Week: 3/13/17-3/17/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
110-34-1106 Storage Press 3 3/13/2017 6:00 6:07 
110-34-1107 Storage Press 4 3/13/2017 6:08 6:15 
111-34578-1150 Storage Press 5 3/13/2017 6:16 6:22 
110-34-1106 Storage Press 3 3/14/2017 6:00 6:04 
110-34-1107 Storage Press 4 3/14/2017 6:05 6:10 
111-34578-1150 Storage Press 5 3/14/2017 6:11 6:15 
111-2345-1203 Storage Press 3 3/15/2017 6:00 6:06 
111-2345-1204 Storage Press 4 3/15/2017 6:07 6:09 
111-34578-1151 Storage Press 5 3/15/2017 6:10 6:15 
111-2345-1203 Storage Press 3 3/16/2017 6:00 6:03 
111-2345-1204 Storage Press 4 3/16/2017 6:04 6:07 
111-34578-1151 Storage Press 5 3/16/2017 6:08 6:11 
120-23-1443 Storage Press 3 3/17/2017 6:00 6:06 
120-2345-1442 Storage Press 4 3/17/2017 6:07 6:11 
120-345-1441 Storage Press 5 3/17/2017 6:12 6:16 
120-23-1443 Press 3 Storage 3/17/2017 14:25 14:27 
120-2345-1442 Press 4 Storage 3/17/2017 14:28 14:30 




Driver Name: HM Week: 3/20/17-3/24/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
111-34578-1150 Storage Press 3 3/20/2017 6:00 6:03 
119-345-1418 Storage Press 4 3/20/2017 6:04 6:07 
119-345-1419 Storage Press 5 3/20/2017 6:08 6:10 
111-34578-1150 Storage Press 3 3/21/2017 6:00 6:02 
119-345-1418 Storage Press 4 3/21/2017 6:03 6:05 
119-345-1419 Storage Press 5 3/21/2017 6:06 6:08 
111-34578-1151 Storage Press 3 3/22/2017 6:00 6:03 
119-345-1418 Storage Press 4 3/22/2017 6:04 6:06 
119-345-1419 Storage Press 5 3/22/2017 6:07 6:09 
111-34578-1151 Storage Press 3 3/23/2017 6:00 6:02 
119-345-1418 Storage Press 4 3/23/2017 6:03 6:05 
119-345-1419 Storage Press 5 3/23/2017 6:06 6:08 
119-34578-1353 Storage Press 3 3/24/2017 6:00 6:03 
119-2345-1347 Storage Press 4 3/24/2017 6:04 6:07 
119-2345-1348 Storage Press 5 3/24/2017 6:08 6:10 
119-34578-1353 Press 3 Storage 3/24/2017 14:25 14:27 
119-2345-1347 Press 4 Storage 3/24/2017 14:28 14:31 
119-2345-1348 Press 5 Storage 3/24/2017 14:32 14:34 
Driver Name: HM Week: 3/27/17-3/31/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
119-2345-1347 Storage Press 3 3/27/2017 6:00 6:03 
111-345-1167 Storage Press 4 3/27/2017 6:04 6:07 
120-45-1429 Storage Press 5 3/27/2017 6:08 6:10 
119-2345-1348 Storage Press 3 3/28/2017 6:00 6:03 
111-345-1167 Storage Press 4 3/28/2017 6:04 6:06 
120-45-1429 Storage Press 5 3/28/2017 6:07 6:09 
119-2345-1395 Storage Press 3 3/29/2017 6:00 6:03 
111-345-1168 Storage Press 4 3/29/2017 6:04 6:07 
120-45-1429 Storage Press 5 3/29/2017 6:08 6:10 
119-2345-1406 Storage Press 3 3/30/2017 6:00 6:03 
111-345-1168 Storage Press 4 3/30/2017 6:04 6:06 
120-45-1429 Storage Press 5 3/30/2017 6:07 6:10 
111-34578-1183 Storage Press 3 3/31/2017 6:00 6:03 
111-345-1168 Storage Press 4 3/31/2017 6:04 6:06 
120-45-1429 Storage Press 5 3/31/2017 6:07 6:09 
111-34578-1183 Press 3 Storage 3/31/2017 14:25 14:28 
111-345-1168 Press 4 Storage 3/31/2017 14:29 14:31 




Driver Name: CS Week: 2/6/17-2/10/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
102-78-1015 Storage Press 7 2/8/2017 6:02 6:15 
102-78-1018 Storage Press 8 2/8/2017 6:16 6:28 
102-78-1015 Storage Press 7 2/9/2017 6:02 6:10 
102-78-1018 Storage Press 8 2/9/2017 6:11 6:15 
102-78-1018 Storage Press 7 2/10/2017 6:00 6:13 
102-78-1015 Storage Press 8 2/10/2017 6:14 6:27 
102-78-1018 Press 7 Storage 2/10/2017 14:25 14:28 
102-78-1015 Press 8 Storage 2/10/2017 14:29 14:33 
Driver Name: CS Week: 2/13/17-2/17/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
102-78-2008 Storage Press 7 2/13/2017 6:01 6:42 
102-78-2009 Storage Press 8 2/13/2017 6:43 6:55 
102-78-2008 Storage Press 7 2/14/2017 6:02 6:46 
102-78-2009 Storage Press 8 2/14/2017 6:47 7:03 
102-78-1023 Storage Press 7 2/15/2017 6:00 6:23 
102-78-1059 Storage Press 8 2/15/2017 6:24 6:48 
102-78-1059 Storage Press 7 2/16/2017 6:00 6:12 
102-78-1023 Storage Press 8 2/16/2017 6:13 6:21 
102-78-1018 Storage Press 7 2/17/2017 6:01 6:27 
102-78-1015 Storage Press 8 2/17/2017 6:28 6:44 
102-78-1018 Press 7 Storage 2/17/2017 14:25 14:28 
102-78-1015 Press 8 Storage 2/17/2017 14:29 14:33 
Driver Name: CS Week:2/20/17-2/24/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
102-78-2009 Storage Press 7 2/20/2017 6:02 6:22 
102-78-2008 Storage Press 8 2/20/2017 6:23 6:38 
111-78-1120 Storage Press 7 2/21/2017 6:00 6:27 
111-78-1133 Storage Press 8 2/21/2017 6:27 6:44 
111-78-1133 Storage Press 7 2/22/2017 6:00 6:23 
111-78-1120 Storage Press 8 2/22/2017 6:23 6:59 
111-78-1234 Storage Press 7 2/23/2017 6:00 6:19 
111-78-1242 Storage Press 8 2/23/2017 6:20 6:49 
000-78-9004 Storage Press 7 2/24/2017 6:00 6:51 
000-78-9002 Storage Press 8 2/24/2017 6:52 7:17 
000-78-9004 Press 7 Storage 2/24/2017 14:25 14:28 







Driver Name: CS Week: 2/27/17-3/3/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
111-78-1242 Storage Press 7 2/27/2017 6:00 6:28 
111-78-1243 Storage Press 8 2/27/2017 6:29 6:55 
111-78-1242 Storage Press 7 2/28/2017 6:00 6:13 
111-78-1243 Storage Press 8 2/28/2017 6:14 6:22 
111-78-1243 Storage Press 7 3/1/2017 6:00 6:17 
111-78-1234 Storage Press 8 3/1/2017 6:18 6:49 
111-78-1243 Storage Press 7 3/2/2017 6:00 6:11 
111-78-1234 Storage Press 8 3/2/2017 6:12 6:24 
102-78-2009 Storage Press 7 3/3/2017 6:00 6:28 
102-78-2008 Storage Press 8 3/3/2017 6:29 6:52 
102-78-2009 Press 7 Storage 3/3/2017 14:25 14:28 
102-78-2008 Press 8 Storage 3/3/2017 14:29 14:35 
Driver Name: CS Week: 3/6/17-3/10/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
119-78-1396 Storage Press 7 3/6/2017 6:00 6:23 
119-78-1398 Storage Press 8 3/6/2017 6:24 6:49 
119-78-1396 Storage Press 7 3/7/2017 6:01 6:14 
119-78-1398 Storage Press 8 3/7/2017 6:15 6:27 
119-78-1396 Storage Press 7 3/8/2017 6:00 6:12 
119-78-1398 Storage Press 8 3/8/2017 6:13 6:23 
111-78-1248 Storage Press 7 3/9/2017 6:00 6:32 
111-78-1276 Storage Press 8 3/9/2017 6:33 6:51 
111-78-1248 Storage Press 7 3/10/2017 6:00 6:19 
111-78-1276 Storage Press 8 3/10/2017 6:20 6:33 
111-78-1248 Press 7 Storage 3/10/2017 14:25 14:31 
111-78-1276 Press 8 Storage 3/10/2017 14:32 14:39 
Driver Name: CS Week: 3/13/17-3/17/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
111-78-1132 Storage Press 7 3/13/2017 6:00 6:07 
111-78-1134 Storage Press 8 3/13/2017 6:08 6:11 
111-78-1132 Storage Press 7 3/14/2017 6:00 6:03 
111-78-1134 Storage Press 8 3/14/2017 6:04 6:07 
111-78-1135 Storage Press 7 3/15/2017 6:00 6:03 
111-78-1139 Storage Press 8 3/15/2017 6:04 6:08 
111-78-1135 Storage Press 7 3/16/2017 6:00 6:03 
111-78-1139 Storage Press 8 3/16/2017 6:04 6:07 
119-78-1398 Storage Press 7 3/17/2017 6:00 6:05 
119-78-1396 Storage Press 8 3/17/2017 6:06 6:10 
119-78-1398 Press 7 Storage 3/17/2017 14:25 14:27 




Driver Name: CS Week: 3/20/17-3/24/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
111-78-1239 Storage Press 7 3/20/2017 6:00 6:04 
111-78-1240 Storage Press 8 3/20/2017 6:05 6:07 
111-78-1239 Storage Press 7 3/21/2017 6:00 6:02 
111-78-1240 Storage Press 8 3/21/2017 6:03 6:05 
111-78-1239 Storage Press 7 3/22/2017 6:00 6:02 
111-78-1240 Storage Press 8 3/22/2017 6:03 6:05 
111-78-1239 Storage Press 7 3/23/2017 6:00 6:02 
111-78-1240 Storage Press 8 3/23/2017 6:03 6:05 
111-78-1239 Storage Press 7 3/24/2017 6:00 6:02 
111-78-1240 Storage Press 8 3/24/2017 6:03 6:05 
111-78-1239 Press 7 Storage 3/24/2017 14:25 14:27 
111-78-1240 Press 8 Storage 3/24/2017 14:28 14:30 
Driver Name: CS Week: 3/27/17-3/31/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
119-78-1404 Storage Press 7 3/27/2017 6:00 6:03 
119-78-1405 Storage Press 8 3/27/2017 6:04 6:06 
119-78-1404 Storage Press 7 3/28/2017 6:00 6:02 
119-78-1405 Storage Press 8 3/28/2017 6:03 6:05 
119-78-1404 Storage Press 7 3/29/2017 6:00 6:02 
119-78-1405 Storage Press 8 3/29/2017 6:03 6:05 
119-78-1404 Storage Press 7 3/30/2017 6:01 6:03 
119-78-1405 Storage Press 8 3/30/2017 6:04 6:06 
119-78-1404 Storage Press 7 3/31/2017 6:01 6:02 
119-78-1405 Storage Press 8 3/31/2017 6:03 6:05 
119-78-1404 Press 7 Storage 3/31/2017 14:25 14:28 

















Driver Name: AS Week: 2/6/17-2/10/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
111-2-1166 Press 2 Storage 2/8/2017 23:55 23:59 
103-16-1068 Press 1 Storage 2/8/2017 0:00 0:03 
103-16-1069 Press 6 Storage 2/8/2017 0:04 0:09 
103-16-1068 Press 1 Storage 2/9/2017 23:55 23:58 
111-2-1166 Press 2 Storage 2/9/2017 23:59 0:01 
103-16-1069 Press 6 Storage 2/9/2017 0:02 0:05 
Driver Name: AS Week: 2/13/17-2/17/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
103-16-1069 Press 1 Storage 2/13/2017 23:55 23:58 
111-2-1188 Press 2 Storage 2/13/2017 23:59 0:02 
103-16-1068 Press 6 Storage 2/13/2017 0:03 0:07 
103-16-1069 Press 1 Storage 2/14/2017 23:55 23:58 
111-2-1188 Press 2 Storage 2/14/2017 23:59 0:02 
103-16-1068 Press 6 Storage 2/14/2017 0:03 0:09 
103-16-1069 Press 1 Storage 2/15/2017 23:55 23:57 
111-2-1188 Press 2 Storage 2/15/2017 23:58 0:01 
101-6-1002 Press 6 Storage 2/15/2017 0:02 0:05 
103-16-1069 Press 1 Storage 2/16/2017 23:56 23:59 
111-2-1166 Press 2 Storage 2/16/2017 0:00 0:04 
101-6-1002 Press 6 Storage 2/16/2017 0:05 0:08 
Driver Name: AS Week:2/20/17-2/24/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
103-16-1071 Press 1 Storage 2/20/2017 23:55 23:58 
111-2-1189 Press 2 Storage 2/20/2017 23:59 0:03 
103-16-1072 Press 6 Storage 2/20/2017 0:04 0:08 
103-16-1071 Press 1 Storage 2/21/2017 23:55 23:59 
111-2-1189 Press 2 Storage 2/21/2017 0:00 0:04 
103-16-1072 Press 6 Storage 2/21/2017 0:05 0:10 
103-16-1071 Press 1 Storage 2/22/2017 23:55 23:58 
111-2-1189 Press 2 Storage 2/22/2017 23:59 0:02 
101-6-1006 Press 6 Storage 2/22/2017 0:03 0:05 
103-16-1071 Press 1 Storage 2/23/2017 23:55 23:58 
000-2345-9008 Press 2 Storage 2/23/2017 23:59 0:03 









Driver Name: AS Week: 2/27/17-3/3/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
103-16-1072 Press 1 Storage 2/27/2017 23:55 23:59 
119-2345-1347 Press 2 Storage 2/27/2017 0:00 0:03 
103-16-1071 Press 6 Storage 2/27/2017 0:04 0:06 
103-16-1072 Press 1 Storage 2/28/2017 23:55 23:58 
119-2345-1348 Press 2 Storage 2/28/2017 23:59 0:02 
103-16-1071 Press 6 Storage 2/28/2017 0:03 0:06 
103-16-1072 Press 1 Storage 3/1/2017 23:55 23:58 
119-2345-1345 Press 2 Storage 3/1/2017 23:59 0:03 
101-6-1006 Press 6 Storage 3/1/2017 0:04 0:08 
103-16-1072 Press 1 Storage 3/2/2017 23:55 23:58 
119-2345-13451 Press 2 Storage 3/2/2017 23:59 0:02 
101-6-1006 Press 6 Storage 3/2/2017 0:03 0:08 
Driver Name: AS Week: 3/6/17-3/10/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
119-2-1422 Press 2 Storage 3/6/2017 17:55 17:58 
110-12-1117 Storage Press 2 3/6/2017 17:59 18:03 
119-16-1331 Press 1 Storage 3/6/2017 23:55 0:00 
110-12-1117 Press 2 Storage 3/6/2017 0:01 0:10 
119-16-1332 Press 6 Storage 3/6/2017 0:11 0:16 
119-2-1422 Press 2 Storage 3/7/2017 17:55 17:58 
110-12-1117 Storage Press 2 3/7/2017 17:59 18:02 
119-16-1331 Press 1 Storage 3/7/2017 23:55 23:58 
110-12-1117 Press 2 Storage 3/7/2017 23:59 0:02 
119-16-1332 Press 6 Storage 3/7/2017 0:03 0:07 
119-2-1422 Press 2 Storage 3/8/2017 17:55 17:57 
119-26-1401 Storage Press 2 3/8/2017 17:58 18:01 
119-16-1331 Press 1 Storage 3/8/2017 23:55 23:59 
119-26-1401 Press 2 Storage 3/8/2017 0:00 0:03 
119-16-1332 Press 6 Storage 3/8/2017 0:04 0:08 
119-2-1422 Press 2 Storage 3/9/2017 17:55 17:58 
119-26-1401 Storage Press 2 3/9/2017 17:59 18:04 
119-16-1331 Press 1 Storage 3/9/2017 23:55 23:58 
119-26-1401 Press 2 Storage 3/9/2017 23:59 0:02 









Driver Name: AS Week: 3/13/17-3/17/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
111-16-1180 Press 1 Storage 3/13/2017 23:55 23:59 
102-2345-1012 Press 2 Storage 3/13/2017 0:00 0:03 
114-6-2001 Press 6 Storage 3/13/2017 0:04 0:07 
111-16-1180 Press 1 Storage 3/14/2017 23:55 23:57 
102-2345-1012 Press 2 Storage 3/14/2017 23:58 0:00 
114-6-2001 Press 6 Storage 3/14/2017 0:01 0:03 
111-16-1180 Press 1 Storage 3/15/2017 23:55 23:57 
102-2345-10121 Press 2 Storage 3/15/2017 23:58 0:00 
114-6-2001 Press 6 Storage 3/15/2017 0:01 0:03 
111-16-1180 Press 1 Storage 3/16/2017 23:55 23:57 
102-2345-10121 Press 2 Storage 3/16/2017 23:58 0:00 
114-6-2001 Press 6 Storage 3/16/2017 0:01 0:03 
Driver Name: AS Week: 3/20/17-3/24/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
110-12-1117 Press 1 Storage 3/20/2017 23:55 23:56 
119-23-1350 Press 2 Storage 3/20/2017 23:57 23:58 
114-6-2002 Press 6 Storage 3/20/2017 23:59 0:00 
110-12-1117 Press 1 Storage 3/21/2017 23:55 23:56 
119-23-1350 Press 2 Storage 3/21/2017 23:57 0:00 
114-6-2002 Press 6 Storage 3/21/2017 0:01 0:02 
110-12-1117 Press 1 Storage 3/22/2017 23:55 23:56 
103-23-1077 Press 2 Storage 3/22/2017 23:57 23:58 
114-6-2002 Press 6 Storage 3/22/2017 23:59 0:00 
110-12-1117 Press 1 Storage 3/23/2017 23:55 23:56 
103-23-1077 Press 2 Storage 3/23/2017 23:57 23:58 
114-6-2002 Press 6 Storage 3/23/2017 23:59 0:00 
Driver Name: AS Week: 3/27/17-3/31/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
111-16-1175 Press 1 Storage 3/27/2017 23:55 23:56 
120-23-1443 Press 2 Storage 3/27/2017 23:57 23:58 
114-6-1313 Press 6 Storage 3/27/2017 23:59 0:00 
111-16-1175 Press 1 Storage 3/28/2017 23:55 23:56 
120-23-1443 Press 2 Storage 3/28/2017 23:57 23:58 
114-6-1313 Press 6 Storage 3/28/2017 23:59 0:00 
111-16-1175 Press 1 Storage 3/29/2017 23:55 23:56 
120-23-1443 Press 2 Storage 3/29/2017 23:57 0:00 
114-6-1313 Press 6 Storage 3/29/2017 0:01 0:02 
111-16-1175 Press 1 Storage 3/30/2017 23:55 23:56 
102-2345-1040 Press 2 Storage 3/30/2017 23:57 23:58 




Driver Name: BT Week: 2/6/17-2/10/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
102-345-1051 Press 3 Storage 2/8/2017 20:55 20:58 
111-345-1147 Storage Press 3 2/8/2017 20:58 21:10 
102-345-1052 Press 4 Storage 2/8/2017 21:10 21:12 
111-345-1179 Storage Press 4 2/8/2017 21:12 21:21 
103-345-1075 Press 5 Storage 2/8/2017 21:21 21:23 
111-345-1181 Storage Press 5 2/8/2017 21:23 21:30 
111-345-1147 Press 3 Storage 2/8/2017 23:55 23:58 
111-345-1179 Press 4 Storage 2/8/2017 23:59 0:01 
111-345-1181 Press 5 Storage 2/8/2017 0:02 0:04 
103-345-75 Press 3 Storage 2/9/2017 20:45 20:48 
111-345-1181 Storage Press 3 2/9/2017 20:48 20:59 
102-345-1051 Press 4 Storage 2/9/2017 21:00 21:03 
111-345-1147 Storage Press 4 2/9/2017 21:03 21:15 
102-345-1052 Press 5 Storage 2/9/2017 21:15 21:18 
111-345-1179 Storage Press 5 2/9/2017 21:18 21:30 
111-345-1181 Press 3 Storage 2/9/2017 23:55 23:58 
111-345-1147 Press 4 Storage 2/9/2017 23:59 0:02 


























Driver Name: BT Week: 2/13/17-2/17/17 
Die Number: From To Date Start Time End Time 
113-345-1301 Press 3 Storage 2/13/2017 20:41 20:44 
120-345-1458 Storage Press 3 2/13/2017 20:44 20:59 
113-345-1302 Press 4 Storage 2/13/2017 21:00 21:04 
120-345-1463 Storage Press 4 2/13/2017 21:04 21:19 
113-345-1305 Press 5 Storage 2/13/2017 21:20 21:24 
120-345-2017 Storage Press 5 2/13/2017 21:24 21:48 
120-345-1458 Press 3 Storage 2/13/2017 23:55 23:58 
120-345-1463 Press 4 Storage 2/13/2017 0:00 0:04 
120-345-2017 Press 5 Storage 2/13/2017 0:05 0:09 
113-345-1305 Press 3 Storage 2/14/2017 20:01 20:04 
120-345-2017 Storage Press 3 2/14/2017 20:04 20:38 
113-345-1301 Press 4 Storage 2/14/2017 20:40 20:43 
120-345-1458 Storage Press 4 2/14/2017 20:43 21:06 
113-345-1302 Press 5 Storage 2/14/2017 21:06 21:09 
120-345-1463 Storage Press 5 2/14/2017 21:09 21:37 
120-345-2017 Press 3 Storage 2/14/2017 23:55 23:58 
120-345-1458 Press 4 Storage 2/14/2017 23:59 0:03 
120-345-1463 Press 5 Storage 2/14/2017 0:04 0:07 
113-345-1302 Press 3 Storage 2/15/2017 20:45 20:48 
120-345-1463 Storage Press 3 2/15/2017 20:48 21:01 
113-345-1305 Press 4 Storage 2/15/2017 21:02 21:05 
120-345-2017 Storage Press 4 2/15/2017 21:05 21:18 
113-345-1301 Press 5 Storage 2/15/2017 21:19 21:22 
120-345-1458 Storage Press 5 2/15/2017 21:22 21:37 
120-345-1463 Press 3 Storage 2/15/2017 23:55 23:58 
120-345-2017 Press 4 Storage 2/15/2017 23:59 0:02 
120-345-1458 Press 5 Storage 2/15/2017 0:03 0:07 
111-345-1152 Press 3 Storage 2/16/2017 20:45 20:48 
102-3-1033 Storage Press 3 2/16/2017 20:48 20:57 
111-345-1160 Press 4 Storage 2/16/2017 20:58 21:02 
102-45-1030 Storage Press 4 2/16/2017 21:02 21:18 
119-345-2011 Press 5 Storage 2/16/2017 21:19 21:23 
120-45-1434 Storage Press 5 2/16/2017 21:23 21:41 
102-3-1033 Press 3 Storage 2/16/2017 23:55 23:58 
102-45-1030 Press 4 Storage 2/16/2017 23:59 0:04 







Driver Name: BT Week:2/20/17-2/24/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
102-3-1033 Press 3 Storage 2/20/2017 23:55 23:59 
102-34-1035 Press 4 Storage 2/20/2017 0:00 0:03 
102-2345-1012 Press 5 Storage 2/20/2017 0:04 0:08 
102-3-1033 Press 3 Storage 2/21/2017 23:55 0:03 
110-34-1106 Press 4 Storage 2/21/2017 0:04 0:07 
102-2345-10121 Press 5 Storage 2/21/2017 0:08 0:12 
102-3-1034 Press 3 Storage 2/22/2017 23:55 23:58 
110-34-1107 Press 4 Storage 2/22/2017 23:59 0:02 
102-2345-1014 Press 5 Storage 2/22/2017 0:03 0:07 
102-3-1034 Press 3 Storage 2/23/2017 23:55 23:58 
120-45-1429 Press 4 Storage 2/23/2017 23:59 0:03 
102-2345-1017 Press 5 Storage 2/23/2017 0:04 0:07 
Driver Name: BT Week: 2/27/17-3/3/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
119-23-1350 Press 3 Storage 2/27/2017 23:55 23:58 
119-4-1326 Press 4 Storage 2/27/2017 23:59 0:03 
119-345-1421 Press 5 Storage 2/27/2017 0:04 0:07 
120-23-1443 Press 3 Storage 2/28/2017 23:55 23:58 
119-4-1326 Press 4 Storage 2/28/2017 23:59 0:02 
119-345-1418 Press 5 Storage 2/28/2017 0:03 0:06 
104-3-1099 Press 3 Storage 3/1/2017 23:55 23:56 
120-345-1441 Press 4 Storage 3/1/2017 23:59 0:02 
119-345-1419 Press 5 Storage 3/1/2017 0:03 0:07 
104-3-1099 Press 3 Storage 3/2/2017 23:55 23:58 
120-45-1429 Press 4 Storage 3/2/2017 23:59 0:04 
111-345-1152 Press 5 Storage 3/2/2017 0:05 0:09 
Driver Name: BT Week: 3/6/17-3/10/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
111-345-1182 Press 3 Storage 3/6/2017 23:55 23:59 
111-345-1184 Press 4 Storage 3/6/2017 0:00 0:04 
111-345-1185 Press 5 Storage 3/6/2017 0:05 0:08 
111-345-1182 Press 3 Storage 3/7/2017 23:55 0:01 
111-345-1184 Press 4 Storage 3/7/2017 0:02 0:08 
111-345-1185 Press 5 Storage 3/7/2017 0:09 0:15 
111-345-1182 Press 3 Storage 3/8/2017 23:55 23:58 
111-345-1184 Press 4 Storage 3/8/2017 23:59 0:03 
111-345-1185 Press 5 Storage 3/8/2017 0:04 0:07 
111-345-1165 Press 3 Storage 3/9/2017 23:55 23:58 
111-345-1167 Press 4 Storage 3/9/2017 23:59 0:02 
111-345-1168 Press 5 Storage 3/9/2017 0:03 0:06 
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 Driver Name: BT Week: 3/13/17-3/17/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
110-34-1106 Press 3 Storage 3/13/2017 23:55 23:59 
110-34-1107 Press 4 Storage 3/13/2017 0:00 0:02 
111-34578-1150 Press 5 Storage 3/13/2017 0:03 0:07 
110-34-1106 Press 3 Storage 3/14/2017 23:55 23:57 
110-34-1107 Press 4 Storage 3/14/2017 23:58 0:00 
111-34578-1150 Press 5 Storage 3/14/2017 0:01 0:03 
111-2345-1203 Press 3 Storage 3/15/2017 23:55 23:59 
111-2345-1204 Press 4 Storage 3/15/2017 0:00 0:05 
111-34578-1151 Press 5 Storage 3/15/2017 0:06 0:08 
111-2345-1203 Press 3 Storage 3/16/2017 23:55 23:57 
111-2345-1204 Press 4 Storage 3/16/2017 23:58 0:00 
111-34578-1151 Press 5 Storage 3/16/2017 0:01 0:03 
Driver Name: BT Week: 3/20/17-3/24/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
111-34578-1150 Press 3 Storage 3/20/2017 23:55 23:56 
119-345-1418 Press 4 Storage 3/20/2017 23:57 23:58 
119-345-1419 Press 5 Storage 3/20/2017 23:59 0:00 
111-34578-1150 Press 3 Storage 3/21/2017 23:55 23:58 
119-345-1418 Press 4 Storage 3/21/2017 23:59 0:00 
119-345-1419 Press 5 Storage 3/21/2017 0:01 0:02 
111-34578-1151 Press 3 Storage 3/22/2017 23:55 23:56 
119-345-1418 Press 4 Storage 3/22/2017 23:57 23:58 
119-345-1419 Press 5 Storage 3/22/2017 23:59 0:00 
111-34578-1151 Press 3 Storage 3/23/2017 23:55 23:58 
119-345-1418 Press 4 Storage 3/23/2017 23:59 0:02 
119-345-1419 Press 5 Storage 3/23/2017 0:03 0:05 
Driver Name: BT Week: 3/27/17-3/31/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
119-2345-1347 Press 3 Storage 3/27/2017 23:55 23:57 
111-345-1167 Press 4 Storage 3/27/2017 23:58 23:59 
120-45-1429 Press 5 Storage 3/27/2017 0:00 0:01 
119-2345-1348 Press 3 Storage 3/28/2017 23:55 23:57 
111-345-1167 Press 4 Storage 3/28/2017 23:58 0:00 
120-45-1429 Press 5 Storage 3/28/2017 0:01 0:02 
119-2345-1395 Press 3 Storage 3/29/2017 23:55 23:58 
111-345-1168 Press 4 Storage 3/29/2017 23:59 0:00 
120-45-1429 Press 5 Storage 3/29/2017 0:01 0:02 
119-2345-1406 Press 3 Storage 3/30/2017 23:55 23:57 




Driver Name: RT Week: 2/6/17-2/10/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
102-78-1015 Press 7 Storage 2/8/2017 23:55 23:58 
102-78-1018 Press 8 Storage 2/8/2017 23:59 0:03 
102-78-1015 Press 7 Storage 2/9/2017 17:32 17:35 
000-78-9002 Storage Press 7 2/9/2017 17:35 17:49 
102-78-1018 Press 8 Storage 2/9/2017 17:50 17:53 
000-78-9004 Storage Press 8 2/9/2017 17:53 18:02 
000-78-9002 Press 7 Storage 2/9/2017 23:55 23:57 
000-78-9004 Press 8 Storage 2/9/2017 23:58 0:01 
Driver Name: RT Week: 2/13/17-2/17/17 
Die Number: From To Date Start Time End Time 
102-78-2008 Press 7 Storage 2/13/2017 23:55 0:00 
102-78-2009 Press 8 Storage 2/13/2017 0:01 0:04 
102-78-2008 Press 7 Storage 2/14/2017 16:45 16:48 
102-78-1021 Storage Press 7 2/14/2017 16:48 17:29 
102-78-2009 Press 8 Storage 2/14/2017 17:30 17:33 
102-78-1022 Storage Press 8 2/14/2017 17:33 17:44 
102-78-1021 Press 7 Storage 2/14/2017 23:55 23:59 
102-78-1022 Press 8 Storage 2/14/2017 0:00 0:04 
102-78-1023 Press 7 Storage 2/15/2017 23:55 23:58 
102-78-1059 Press 8 Storage 2/15/2017 23:59 0:02 
102-78-1059 Press 7 Storage 2/16/2017 23:55 23:59 
102-78-1023 Press 8 Storage 2/16/2017 0:00 0:04 
Driver Name: RT Week:2/20/17-2/24/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
102-78-2009 Press 7 Storage 2/20/2017 23:55 23:59 
102-78-2008 Press 8 Storage 2/20/2017 0:00 0:03 
111-78-1120 Press 7 Storage 2/21/2017 23:55 23:59 
111-78-1133 Press 8 Storage 2/21/2017 0:00 0:04 
111-78-1133 Press 7 Storage 2/22/2017 23:55 23:58 
111-78-1120 Press 8 Storage 2/22/2017 23:59 0:02 
111-78-1234 Press 7 Storage 2/23/2017 23:55 0:00 










Driver Name: RT Week: 2/27/17-3/3/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
111-78-1242 Press 7 Storage 2/27/2017 23:55 23:59 
111-78-1243 Press 8 Storage 2/27/2017 0:00 0:03 
111-78-1242 Press 7 Storage 2/28/2017 23:55 23:58 
111-78-1243 Press 8 Storage 2/28/2017 23:59 0:02 
111-78-1243 Press 7 Storage 3/1/2017 23:55 23:58 
111-78-1234 Press 8 Storage 3/1/2017 23:59 0:02 
111-78-1243 Press 7 Storage 3/2/2017 23:55 23:58 
111-78-1234 Press 8 Storage 3/2/2017 23:59 0:03 
Driver Name: RT Week: 3/6/17-3/10/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
119-78-1396 Press 7 Storage 3/6/2017 23:55 23:59 
119-78-1398 Press 8 Storage 3/6/2017 0:00 0:09 
119-78-1396 Press 7 Storage 3/7/2017 23:55 0:02 
119-78-1398 Press 8 Storage 3/7/2017 0:03 0:09 
119-78-1396 Press 7 Storage 3/8/2017 23:55 23:58 
119-78-1398 Press 8 Storage 3/8/2017 23:59 0:03 
111-78-1248 Press 7 Storage 3/9/2017 23:55 23:58 
111-78-1276 Press 8 Storage 3/9/2017 23:59 0:02 
Driver Name: RT Week: 3/13/17-3/17/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
111-78-1132 Press 7 Storage 3/13/2017 23:55 23:59 
111-78-1134 Press 8 Storage 3/13/2017 0:00 0:03 
111-78-1132 Press 7 Storage 3/14/2017 23:55 23:57 
111-78-1134 Press 8 Storage 3/14/2017 23:58 0:00 
111-78-1135 Press 7 Storage 3/15/2017 23:55 23:57 
111-78-1139 Press 8 Storage 3/15/2017 23:58 0:00 
111-78-1135 Press 7 Storage 3/16/2017 23:55 23:58 
111-78-1139 Press 8 Storage 3/16/2017 23:59 0:01 
Driver Name: RT Week: 3/20/17-3/24/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
111-78-1239 Press 7 Storage 3/20/2017 23:55 23:56 
111-78-1240 Press 8 Storage 3/20/2017 23:57 23:58 
111-78-1239 Press 7 Storage 3/21/2017 23:55 23:56 
111-78-1240 Press 8 Storage 3/21/2017 23:57 23:58 
111-78-1239 Press 7 Storage 3/22/2017 23:55 23:56 
111-78-1240 Press 8 Storage 3/22/2017 23:57 23:58 
111-78-1239 Press 7 Storage 3/23/2017 23:55 23:56 





Driver Name: RT Week: 3/27/17-3/31/17 
Die Number From To Date Start Time End Time 
119-78-1404 Press 7 Storage 3/27/2017 23:55 23:56 
119-78-1405 Press 8 Storage 3/27/2017 23:57 23:58 
119-78-1404 Press 7 Storage 3/28/2017 23:55 23:56 
119-78-1405 Press 8 Storage 3/28/2017 23:57 23:58 
119-78-1404 Press 7 Storage 3/29/2017 23:55 23:56 
119-78-1405 Press 8 Storage 3/29/2017 23:57 23:58 
119-78-1404 Press 7 Storage 3/30/2017 23:55 23:56 






















Appendix C: Die Moving Durations 
Die Code From To Duration Driver 
103-16-1068 Storage Press 1 0:15 OF 
111-2-1166 Storage Press 2 0:13 OF 
103-16-1069 Storage Press 6 0:12 OF 
103-16-1068 Storage Press 1 0:08 OF 
111-2-1166 Storage Press 2 0:11 OF 
103-16-1069 Storage Press 6 0:09 OF 
103-16-1068 Storage Press 1 0:14 OF 
111-2-1166 Storage Press 2 0:14 OF 
101-6-1002 Storage Press 6 0:42 OF 
103-16-1068 Press 1 Storage 0:03 OF 
111-2-1166 Press 2 Storage 0:03 OF 
101-6-1002 Press 6 Storage 0:03 OF 
102-345-1051 Storage Press 3 0:17 HM 
102-345-1052 Storage Press 4 0:15 HM 
103-345-1075 Storage Press 5 0:13 HM 
103-345-1052 Storage Press 5 0:05 HM 
103-345-1051 Storage Press 4 0:11 HM 
103-345-1075 Storage Press 3 0:12 HM 
102-345-1052 Storage Press 3 0:12 HM 
103-345-1075 Storage Press 4 0:06 HM 
102-345-1051 Storage Press 5 0:07 HM 
102-345-1052 Press 3 Storage 0:03 HM 
103-345-1075 Press 4 Storage 0:04 HM 
102-345-1051 Press 5 Storage 0:03 HM 
102-78-1015 Storage Press 7 0:13 CS 
102-78-1018 Storage Press 8 0:12 CS 
102-78-1015 Storage Press 7 0:08 CS 
102-78-1018 Storage Press 8 0:04 CS 
102-78-1018 Storage Press 7 0:13 CS 
102-78-1015 Storage Press 8 0:13 CS 
102-78-1018 Press 7 Storage 0:03 CS 
102-78-1015 Press 8 Storage 0:04 CS 
111-2-1166 Press 2 Storage 0:04 AS 
103-16-1068 Press 1 Storage 0:03 AS 
103-16-1069 Press 6 Storage 0:05 AS 
103-16-1068 Press 1 Storage 0:03 AS 
111-2-1166 Press 2 Storage 0:02 AS 
103-16-1069 Press 6 Storage 0:03 AS 
102-345-1051 Press 3 Storage 0:03 BT 
111-345-1147 Storage Press 3 0:12 BT 
102-345-1052 Press 4 Storage 0:02 BT 
111-345-1179 Storage Press 4 0:09 BT 
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103-345-1075 Press 5 Storage 0:02 BT 
111-345-1181 Storage Press 5 0:07 BT 
111-345-1147 Press 3 Storage 0:03 BT 
111-345-1179 Press 4 Storage 0:02 BT 
111-345-1181 Press 5 Storage 0:02 BT 
103-345-75 Press 3 Storage 0:03 BT 
111-345-1181 Storage Press 3 0:11 BT 
102-345-1051 Press 4 Storage 0:03 BT 
111-345-1147 Storage Press 4 0:12 BT 
102-345-1052 Press 5 Storage 0:03 BT 
111-345-1179 Storage Press 5 0:12 BT 
111-345-1181 Press 3 Storage 0:03 BT 
111-345-1147 Press 4 Storage 0:03 BT 
111-345-1179 Press 5 Storage 0:03 BT 
102-78-1015 Press 7 Storage 0:03 RT 
102-78-1018 Press 8 Storage 0:04 RT 
102-78-1015 Press 7 Storage 0:03 RT 
000-78-9002 Storage Press 7 0:14 RT 
102-78-1018 Press 8 Storage 0:03 RT 
000-78-9004 Storage Press 8 0:09 RT 
000-78-9002 Press 7 Storage 0:02 RT 
000-78-9004 Press 8 Storage 0:03 RT 
103-16-1069 Storage Press 1 0:17 OF 
111-2-1188 Storage Press 2 0:36 OF 
103-16-1068 Storage Press 6 0:22 OF 
103-16-1069 Storage Press 1 0:30 OF 
111-2-1188 Storage Press 2 0:46 OF 
103-16-1068 Storage Press 6 0:57 OF 
103-16-1069 Storage Press 1 0:22 OF 
111-2-1188 Storage Press 2 0:25 OF 
101-6-1002 Storage Press 6 0:12 OF 
103-16-1069 Storage Press 1 0:16 OF 
111-2-1166 Storage Press 2 0:05 OF 
101-6-1002 Storage Press 6 0:12 OF 
103-16-1068 Storage Press 1 0:31 OF 
111-2-1188 Storage Press 2 0:24 OF 
101-6-1002 Storage Press 6 0:35 OF 
103-16-1068 Press 1 Storage 0:03 OF 
111-2-1188 Press 2 Storage 0:03 OF 
101-6-1002 Press 6 Storage 0:07 OF 
113-345-1301 Storage Press 3 0:27 HM 
113-345-1302 Storage Press 4 0:13 HM 
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113-345-1305 Storage Press 5 0:16 HM 
113-345-1305 Storage Press 3 0:32 HM 
113-345-1301 Storage Press 4 0:14 HM 
113-345-1302 Storage Press 5 0:29 HM 
113-345-1302 Storage Press 3 0:25 HM 
113-345-1305 Storage Press 4 0:22 HM 
113-345-1301 Storage Press 5 0:22 HM 
111-345-1152 Storage Press 3 0:32 HM 
111-345-1160 Storage Press 4 0:16 HM 
119-345-2011 Storage Press 5 0:21 HM 
102-345-1052 Storage Press 3 0:12 HM 
103-345-1075 Storage Press 4 0:11 HM 
102-345-1051 Storage Press 5 0:14 HM 
102-345-1052 Press 6 Storage 0:03 HM 
103-345-1075 Press 7 Storage 0:04 HM 
102-345-1051 Press 8 Storage 0:06 HM 
102-78-2008 Storage Press 7 0:41 CS 
102-78-2009 Storage Press 8 0:12 CS 
102-78-2008 Storage Press 7 0:44 CS 
102-78-2009 Storage Press 8 0:16 CS 
102-78-1023 Storage Press 7 0:23 CS 
102-78-1059 Storage Press 8 0:24 CS 
102-78-1059 Storage Press 7 0:12 CS 
102-78-1023 Storage Press 8 0:08 CS 
102-78-1018 Storage Press 7 0:26 CS 
102-78-1015 Storage Press 8 0:16 CS 
102-78-1018 Press 7 Storage 0:03 CS 
102-78-1015 Press 8 Storage 0:04 CS 
103-16-1069 Press 1 Storage 0:03 AS 
111-2-1188 Press 2 Storage 0:03 AS 
103-16-1068 Press 6 Storage 0:04 AS 
103-16-1069 Press 1 Storage 0:03 AS 
111-2-1188 Press 2 Storage 0:03 AS 
103-16-1068 Press 6 Storage 0:06 AS 
103-16-1069 Press 1 Storage 0:02 AS 
111-2-1188 Press 2 Storage 0:02 AS 
101-6-1002 Press 6 Storage 0:03 AS 
103-16-1069 Press 1 Storage 0:03 AS 
111-2-1166 Press 2 Storage 0:04 AS 
101-6-1002 Press 6 Storage 0:03 AS 
113-345-1301 Press 3 Storage 0:03 BT 
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120-345-1458 Storage Press 3 0:15 BT 
113-345-1302 Press 4 Storage 0:04 BT 
120-345-1463 Storage Press 4 0:15 BT 
113-345-1305 Press 5 Storage 0:04 BT 
120-345-2017 Storage Press 5 0:24 BT 
120-345-1458 Press 3 Storage 0:03 BT 
120-345-1463 Press 4 Storage 0:04 BT 
120-345-2017 Press 5 Storage 0:04 BT 
113-345-1305 Press 3 Storage 0:03 BT 
120-345-2017 Storage Press 3 0:34 BT 
113-345-1301 Press 4 Storage 0:03 BT 
120-345-1458 Storage Press 4 0:23 BT 
113-345-1302 Press 5 Storage 0:03 BT 
120-345-1463 Storage Press 5 0:28 BT 
120-345-2017 Press 3 Storage 0:03 BT 
120-345-1458 Press 4 Storage 0:04 BT 
120-345-1463 Press 5 Storage 0:03 BT 
113-345-1302 Press 3 Storage 0:03 BT 
120-345-1463 Storage Press 3 0:13 BT 
113-345-1305 Press 4 Storage 0:03 BT 
120-345-2017 Storage Press 4 0:13 BT 
113-345-1301 Press 5 Storage 0:03 BT 
120-345-1458 Storage Press 5 0:15 BT 
120-345-1463 Press 3 Storage 0:03 BT 
120-345-2017 Press 4 Storage 0:03 BT 
120-345-1458 Press 5 Storage 0:04 BT 
111-345-1152 Press 3 Storage 0:03 BT 
102-3-1033 Storage Press 3 0:09 BT 
111-345-1160 Press 4 Storage 0:04 BT 
102-45-1030 Storage Press 4 0:16 BT 
119-345-2011 Press 5 Storage 0:04 BT 
120-45-1434 Storage Press 5 0:18 BT 
102-3-1033 Press 3 Storage 0:03 BT 
102-45-1030 Press 4 Storage 0:05 BT 
120-45-1434 Press 5 Storage 0:05 BT 
102-78-2008 Press 7 Storage 0:05 RT 
102-78-2009 Press 8 Storage 0:03 RT 
102-78-2008 Press 7 Storage 0:03 RT 
102-78-1021 Storage Press 7 0:41 RT 
102-78-2009 Press 8 Storage 0:03 RT 
102-78-1022 Storage Press 8 0:11 RT 
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102-78-1021 Press 7 Storage 0:04 RT 
102-78-1022 Press 8 Storage 0:04 RT 
102-78-1023 Press 7 Storage 0:03 RT 
102-78-1059 Press 8 Storage 0:03 RT 
102-78-1059 Press 7 Storage 0:04 RT 
102-78-1023 Press 8 Storage 0:04 RT 
103-16-1071 Storage Press 1 0:37 OF 
111-2-1189 Storage Press 2 0:24 OF 
103-16-1072 Storage Press 6 0:35 OF 
103-16-1071 Storage Press 1 0:17 OF 
111-2-1189 Storage Press 2 0:09 OF 
103-16-1072 Storage Press 6 0:15 OF 
103-16-1071 Storage Press 1 0:07 OF 
111-2-1189 Storage Press 2 0:13 OF 
101-6-1006 Storage Press 6 0:15 OF 
103-16-1071 Storage Press 1 0:08 OF 
000-2345-9008 Storage Press 2 0:27 OF 
101-6-1002 Storage Press 6 0:11 OF 
103-16-1068 Storage Press 1 0:23 OF 
111-2-1189 Storage Press 2 0:11 OF 
101-6-1002 Storage Press 6 0:10 OF 
103-16-1068 Press 1 Storage 0:04 OF 
111-2-1189 Press 2 Storage 0:03 OF 
101-6-1002 Press 6 Storage 0:04 OF 
102-3-1033 Storage Press 3 0:35 HM 
102-34-1035 Storage Press 4 0:21 HM 
102-2345-1012 Storage Press 5 0:18 HM 
102-3-1033 Storage Press 3 0:13 HM 
110-34-1106 Storage Press 4 0:34 HM 
102-2345-10121 Storage Press 5 0:14 HM 
102-3-1034 Storage Press 3 0:29 HM 
110-34-1107 Storage Press 4 0:19 HM 
102-2345-1014 Storage Press 5 0:37 HM 
102-3-1034 Storage Press 3 0:13 HM 
120-45-1429 Storage Press 4 0:26 HM 
102-2345-1017 Storage Press 5 0:18 HM 
000-2345-9008 Storage Press 3 0:23 HM 
102-2345-1012 Storage Press 4 0:13 HM 
102-45-1030 Storage Press 5 0:18 HM 
000-2345-9008 Press 3 Storage 0:04 HM 
102-2345-1012 Press 4 Storage 0:03 HM 
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102-45-1030 Press 5 Storage 0:02 HM 
102-78-2009 Storage Press 7 0:20 CS 
102-78-2008 Storage Press 8 0:15 CS 
111-78-1120 Storage Press 7 0:27 CS 
111-78-1133 Storage Press 8 0:17 CS 
111-78-1133 Storage Press 7 0:23 CS 
111-78-1120 Storage Press 8 0:36 CS 
111-78-1234 Storage Press 7 0:19 CS 
111-78-1242 Storage Press 8 0:29 CS 
000-78-9004 Storage Press 7 0:51 CS 
000-78-9002 Storage Press 8 0:25 CS 
000-78-9004 Press 7 Storage 0:03 CS 
000-78-9002 Press 8 Storage 0:04 CS 
103-16-1071 Press 1 Storage 0:03 AS 
111-2-1189 Press 2 Storage 0:04 AS 
103-16-1072 Press 6 Storage 0:04 AS 
103-16-1071 Press 1 Storage 0:04 AS 
111-2-1189 Press 2 Storage 0:04 AS 
103-16-1072 Press 6 Storage 0:05 AS 
103-16-1071 Press 1 Storage 0:03 AS 
111-2-1189 Press 2 Storage 0:03 AS 
101-6-1006 Press 6 Storage 0:02 AS 
103-16-1071 Press 1 Storage 0:03 AS 
000-2345-9008 Press 2 Storage 0:04 AS 
101-6-1002 Press 6 Storage 0:03 AS 
102-3-1033 Press 3 Storage 0:04 BT 
102-34-1035 Press 4 Storage 0:03 BT 
102-2345-1012 Press 5 Storage 0:04 BT 
102-3-1033 Press 3 Storage 0:08 BT 
110-34-1106 Press 4 Storage 0:03 BT 
102-2345-10121 Press 5 Storage 0:04 BT 
102-3-1034 Press 3 Storage 0:03 BT 
110-34-1107 Press 4 Storage 0:03 BT 
102-2345-1014 Press 5 Storage 0:04 BT 
102-3-1034 Press 3 Storage 0:03 BT 
120-45-1429 Press 4 Storage 0:04 BT 
102-2345-1017 Press 5 Storage 0:03 BT 
102-78-2009 Press 7 Storage 0:04 RT 
102-78-2008 Press 8 Storage 0:03 RT 
111-78-1120 Press 7 Storage 0:04 RT 
111-78-1133 Press 8 Storage 0:04 RT 
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111-78-1133 Press 7 Storage 0:03 RT 
111-78-1120 Press 8 Storage 0:03 RT 
111-78-1234 Press 7 Storage 0:05 RT 
111-78-1242 Press 8 Storage 0:03 RT 
103-16-1072 Storage Press 1 0:22 OF 
119-2345-1347 Storage Press 2 0:35 OF 
103-16-1071 Storage Press 6 0:17 OF 
103-16-1072 Storage Press 1 0:14 OF 
119-2345-1348 Storage Press 2 0:36 OF 
103-16-1071 Storage Press 6 0:09 OF 
103-16-1072 Storage Press 1 0:15 OF 
119-2345-1345 Storage Press 2 0:43 OF 
101-6-1006 Storage Press 6 0:20 OF 
103-16-1072 Storage Press 1 0:14 OF 
119-2345-13451 Storage Press 2 0:25 OF 
101-6-1006 Storage Press 6 0:11 OF 
103-16-1068 Storage Press 1 0:23 OF 
120-2345-1442 Storage Press 2 0:24 OF 
101-6-1006 Storage Press 6 0:23 OF 
103-16-1068 Press 1 Storage 0:03 OF 
120-2345-1442 Press 2 Storage 0:04 OF 
101-6-1006 Press 6 Storage 0:03 OF 
119-23-1350 Storage Press 3 0:31 HM 
119-4-1326 Storage Press 4 0:24 HM 
119-345-1421 Storage Press 5 0:42 HM 
120-23-1443 Storage Press 3 0:41 HM 
119-4-1326 Storage Press 4 0:16 HM 
119-345-1418 Storage Press 5 0:24 HM 
104-3-1099 Storage Press 3 0:32 HM 
120-345-1441 Storage Press 4 0:17 HM 
119-345-1419 Storage Press 5 0:11 HM 
104-3-1099 Storage Press 3 0:12 HM 
120-45-1429 Storage Press 4 0:38 HM 
111-345-1152 Storage Press 5 0:31 HM 
102-2345-1040 Storage Press 3 0:41 HM 
120-45-1429 Storage Press 4 0:21 HM 
111-34578-1183 Storage Press 5 0:25 HM 
102-2345-1040 Press 3 Storage 0:03 HM 
120-45-1429 Press 4 Storage 0:03 HM 
111-34578-1183 Press 5 Storage 0:03 HM 
111-78-1242 Storage Press 7 0:28 CS 
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111-78-1243 Storage Press 8 0:26 CS 
111-78-1242 Storage Press 7 0:13 CS 
111-78-1243 Storage Press 8 0:08 CS 
111-78-1243 Storage Press 7 0:17 CS 
111-78-1234 Storage Press 8 0:31 CS 
111-78-1243 Storage Press 7 0:11 CS 
111-78-1234 Storage Press 8 0:12 CS 
102-78-2009 Storage Press 7 0:28 CS 
102-78-2008 Storage Press 8 0:23 CS 
102-78-2009 Press 7 Storage 0:03 CS 
102-78-2008 Press 8 Storage 0:06 CS 
103-16-1072 Press 1 Storage 0:04 AS 
119-2345-1347 Press 2 Storage 0:03 AS 
103-16-1071 Press 6 Storage 0:02 AS 
103-16-1072 Press 1 Storage 0:03 AS 
119-2345-1348 Press 2 Storage 0:03 AS 
103-16-1071 Press 6 Storage 0:03 AS 
103-16-1072 Press 1 Storage 0:03 AS 
119-2345-1345 Press 2 Storage 0:04 AS 
101-6-1006 Press 6 Storage 0:04 AS 
103-16-1072 Press 1 Storage 0:03 AS 
119-2345-13451 Press 2 Storage 0:03 AS 
101-6-1006 Press 6 Storage 0:05 AS 
119-23-1350 Press 3 Storage 0:03 BT 
119-4-1326 Press 4 Storage 0:04 BT 
119-345-1421 Press 5 Storage 0:03 BT 
120-23-1443 Press 3 Storage 0:03 BT 
119-4-1326 Press 4 Storage 0:03 BT 
119-345-1418 Press 5 Storage 0:03 BT 
104-3-1099 Press 3 Storage 0:01 BT 
120-345-1441 Press 4 Storage 0:03 BT 
119-345-1419 Press 5 Storage 0:04 BT 
104-3-1099 Press 3 Storage 0:03 BT 
120-45-1429 Press 4 Storage 0:05 BT 
111-345-1152 Press 5 Storage 0:04 BT 
111-78-1242 Press 7 Storage 0:04 RT 
111-78-1243 Press 8 Storage 0:03 RT 
111-78-1242 Press 7 Storage 0:03 RT 
111-78-1243 Press 8 Storage 0:03 RT 
111-78-1243 Press 7 Storage 0:03 RT 
111-78-1234 Press 8 Storage 0:03 RT 
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111-78-1243 Press 7 Storage 0:03 RT 
111-78-1234 Press 8 Storage 0:04 RT 
119-16-1331 Storage Press 1 0:38 OF 
119-2-1422 Storage Press 2 0:20 OF 
119-16-1332 Storage Press 6 0:42 OF 
119-16-1331 Storage Press 1 0:22 OF 
119-2-1422 Storage Press 2 0:14 OF 
119-16-1332 Storage Press 6 0:19 OF 
119-16-1331 Storage Press 1 0:25 OF 
119-2-1422 Storage Press 2 0:14 OF 
119-16-1332 Storage Press 6 0:16 OF 
119-16-1331 Storage Press 1 0:20 OF 
119-2-1422 Storage Press 2 0:12 OF 
119-16-1332 Storage Press 6 0:09 OF 
119-16-1331 Storage Press 1 0:12 OF 
119-2-1422 Storage Press 2 0:16 OF 
119-16-1332 Storage Press 6 0:12 OF 
119-16-1331 Press 1 Storage 0:06 OF 
119-2-1422 Press 2 Storage 0:07 OF 
119-16-1332 Press 6 Storage 0:15 OF 
111-345-1182 Storage Press 3 0:47 HM 
111-345-1184 Storage Press 4 0:25 HM 
111-345-1185 Storage Press 5 0:15 HM 
111-345-1182 Storage Press 3 0:12 HM 
111-345-1184 Storage Press 4 0:12 HM 
111-345-1185 Storage Press 5 0:07 HM 
111-345-1182 Storage Press 3 0:09 HM 
111-345-1184 Storage Press 4 0:11 HM 
111-345-1185 Storage Press 5 0:12 HM 
111-345-1165 Storage Press 3 0:33 HM 
111-345-1167 Storage Press 4 0:18 HM 
111-345-1168 Storage Press 5 0:26 HM 
111-345-1165 Storage Press 3 0:13 HM 
111-345-1167 Storage Press 4 0:14 HM 
111-345-1168 Storage Press 5 0:11 HM 
111-345-1165 Press 3 Storage 0:06 HM 
111-345-1167 Press 4 Storage 0:10 HM 
111-345-1168 Press 5 Storage 0:06 HM 
119-78-1396 Storage Press 7 0:23 CS 
119-78-1398 Storage Press 8 0:25 CS 
119-78-1396 Storage Press 7 0:13 CS 
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119-78-1398 Storage Press 8 0:12 CS 
119-78-1396 Storage Press 7 0:12 CS 
119-78-1398 Storage Press 8 0:10 CS 
111-78-1248 Storage Press 7 0:32 CS 
111-78-1276 Storage Press 8 0:18 CS 
111-78-1248 Storage Press 7 0:19 CS 
111-78-1276 Storage Press 8 0:13 CS 
111-78-1248 Press 7 Storage 0:06 CS 
111-78-1276 Press 8 Storage 0:07 CS 
119-2-1422 Press 2 Storage 0:03 AS 
110-12-1117 Storage Press 2 0:04 AS 
119-16-1331 Press 1 Storage 0:05 AS 
110-12-1117 Press 2 Storage 0:09 AS 
119-16-1332 Press 6 Storage 0:05 AS 
119-2-1422 Press 2 Storage 0:03 AS 
110-12-1117 Storage Press 2 0:03 AS 
119-16-1331 Press 1 Storage 0:03 AS 
110-12-1117 Press 2 Storage 0:03 AS 
119-16-1332 Press 6 Storage 0:04 AS 
119-2-1422 Press 2 Storage 0:02 AS 
119-26-1401 Storage Press 2 0:03 AS 
119-16-1331 Press 1 Storage 0:04 AS 
119-26-1401 Press 2 Storage 0:03 AS 
119-16-1332 Press 6 Storage 0:04 AS 
119-2-1422 Press 2 Storage 0:03 AS 
119-26-1401 Storage Press 2 0:05 AS 
119-16-1331 Press 1 Storage 0:03 AS 
119-26-1401 Press 2 Storage 0:03 AS 
119-16-1332 Press 6 Storage 0:04 AS 
111-345-1182 Press 3 Storage 0:04 BT 
111-345-1184 Press 4 Storage 0:04 BT 
111-345-1185 Press 5 Storage 0:03 BT 
111-345-1182 Press 3 Storage 0:06 BT 
111-345-1184 Press 4 Storage 0:06 BT 
111-345-1185 Press 5 Storage 0:06 BT 
111-345-1182 Press 3 Storage 0:03 BT 
111-345-1184 Press 4 Storage 0:04 BT 
111-345-1185 Press 5 Storage 0:03 BT 
111-345-1165 Press 3 Storage 0:03 BT 
111-345-1167 Press 4 Storage 0:03 BT 
111-345-1168 Press 5 Storage 0:03 BT 
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119-78-1396 Press 7 Storage 0:04 RT 
119-78-1398 Press 8 Storage 0:09 RT 
119-78-1396 Press 7 Storage 0:07 RT 
119-78-1398 Press 8 Storage 0:06 RT 
119-78-1396 Press 7 Storage 0:03 RT 
119-78-1398 Press 8 Storage 0:04 RT 
111-78-1248 Press 7 Storage 0:03 RT 
111-78-1276 Press 8 Storage 0:03 RT 
111-16-1180 Storage Press 1 0:05 OF 
102-2345-1012 Storage Press 2 0:06 OF 
114-6-2001 Storage Press 6 0:05 OF 
111-16-1180 Storage Press 1 0:03 OF 
102-2345-1012 Storage Press 2 0:03 OF 
114-6-2001 Storage Press 6 0:03 OF 
111-16-1180 Storage Press 1 0:03 OF 
102-2345-10121 Storage Press 2 0:05 OF 
114-6-2001 Storage Press 6 0:03 OF 
111-16-1180 Storage Press 1 0:02 OF 
102-2345-10121 Storage Press 2 0:03 OF 
114-6-2001 Storage Press 6 0:03 OF 
111-16-1180 Storage Press 1 0:03 OF 
102-2345-1014 Storage Press 2 0:04 OF 
111-6-2001 Storage Press 6 0:03 OF 
102-2345-1014 Press 2 Storage 0:03 OF 
102-2345-1017 Storage Press 2 0:04 OF 
111-16-1180 Press 1 Storage 0:02 OF 
102-2345-1017 Press 2 Storage 0:02 OF 
114-6-2001 Press 6 Storage 0:02 OF 
110-34-1106 Storage Press 3 0:07 HM 
110-34-1107 Storage Press 4 0:07 HM 
111-34578-1150 Storage Press 5 0:06 HM 
110-34-1106 Storage Press 3 0:04 HM 
110-34-1107 Storage Press 4 0:05 HM 
111-34578-1150 Storage Press 5 0:04 HM 
111-2345-1203 Storage Press 3 0:06 HM 
111-2345-1204 Storage Press 4 0:02 HM 
111-34578-1151 Storage Press 5 0:05 HM 
111-2345-1203 Storage Press 3 0:03 HM 
111-2345-1204 Storage Press 4 0:03 HM 
111-34578-1151 Storage Press 5 0:03 HM 
120-23-1443 Storage Press 3 0:06 HM 
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120-2345-1442 Storage Press 4 0:04 HM 
120-345-1441 Storage Press 5 0:04 HM 
120-23-1443 Press 3 Storage 0:02 HM 
120-2345-1442 Press 4 Storage 0:02 HM 
120-345-1441 Press 5 Storage 0:03 HM 
111-78-1132 Storage Press 7 0:07 CS 
111-78-1134 Storage Press 8 0:03 CS 
111-78-1132 Storage Press 7 0:03 CS 
111-78-1134 Storage Press 8 0:03 CS 
111-78-1135 Storage Press 7 0:03 CS 
111-78-1139 Storage Press 8 0:04 CS 
111-78-1135 Storage Press 7 0:03 CS 
111-78-1139 Storage Press 8 0:03 CS 
119-78-1398 Storage Press 7 0:05 CS 
119-78-1396 Storage Press 8 0:04 CS 
119-78-1398 Press 7 Storage 0:02 CS 
119-78-1396 Press 8 Storage 0:02 CS 
111-16-1180 Press 1 Storage 0:04 AS 
102-2345-1012 Press 2 Storage 0:03 AS 
114-6-2001 Press 6 Storage 0:03 AS 
111-16-1180 Press 1 Storage 0:02 AS 
102-2345-1012 Press 2 Storage 0:02 AS 
114-6-2001 Press 6 Storage 0:02 AS 
111-16-1180 Press 1 Storage 0:02 AS 
102-2345-10121 Press 2 Storage 0:02 AS 
114-6-2001 Press 6 Storage 0:02 AS 
111-16-1180 Press 1 Storage 0:02 AS 
102-2345-10121 Press 2 Storage 0:02 AS 
114-6-2001 Press 6 Storage 0:02 AS 
110-34-1106 Press 3 Storage 0:04 BT 
110-34-1107 Press 4 Storage 0:02 BT 
111-34578-1150 Press 5 Storage 0:04 BT 
110-34-1106 Press 3 Storage 0:02 BT 
110-34-1107 Press 4 Storage 0:02 BT 
111-34578-1150 Press 5 Storage 0:02 BT 
111-2345-1203 Press 3 Storage 0:04 BT 
111-2345-1204 Press 4 Storage 0:05 BT 
111-34578-1151 Press 5 Storage 0:02 BT 
111-2345-1203 Press 3 Storage 0:02 BT 
111-2345-1204 Press 4 Storage 0:02 BT 
111-34578-1151 Press 5 Storage 0:02 BT 
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111-78-1132 Press 7 Storage 0:04 RT 
111-78-1134 Press 8 Storage 0:03 RT 
111-78-1132 Press 7 Storage 0:02 RT 
111-78-1134 Press 8 Storage 0:02 RT 
111-78-1135 Press 7 Storage 0:02 RT 
111-78-1139 Press 8 Storage 0:02 RT 
111-78-1135 Press 7 Storage 0:03 RT 
111-78-1139 Press 8 Storage 0:02 RT 
110-12-1117 Storage Press 1 0:03 OF 
119-23-1350 Storage Press 2 0:03 OF 
114-6-2002 Storage Press 6 0:02 OF 
110-12-1117 Storage Press 1 0:02 OF 
119-23-1350 Storage Press 2 0:02 OF 
114-6-2002 Storage Press 6 0:02 OF 
110-12-1117 Storage Press 1 0:02 OF 
103-23-1077 Storage Press 2 0:03 OF 
114-6-2002 Storage Press 6 0:02 OF 
110-12-1117 Storage Press 1 0:02 OF 
103-23-1077 Storage Press 2 0:02 OF 
114-6-2002 Storage Press 6 0:02 OF 
110-12-1117 Storage Press 1 0:02 OF 
103-23-1077 Storage Press 2 0:02 OF 
114-6-2002 Storage Press 6 0:02 OF 
110-12-1117 Press 1 Storage 0:02 OF 
103-23-1077 Press 2 Storage 0:02 OF 
114-6-2002 Press 6 Storage 0:03 OF 
111-34578-1150 Storage Press 3 0:03 HM 
119-345-1418 Storage Press 4 0:03 HM 
119-345-1419 Storage Press 5 0:02 HM 
111-34578-1150 Storage Press 3 0:02 HM 
119-345-1418 Storage Press 4 0:02 HM 
119-345-1419 Storage Press 5 0:02 HM 
111-34578-1151 Storage Press 3 0:03 HM 
119-345-1418 Storage Press 4 0:02 HM 
119-345-1419 Storage Press 5 0:02 HM 
111-34578-1151 Storage Press 3 0:02 HM 
119-345-1418 Storage Press 4 0:02 HM 
119-345-1419 Storage Press 5 0:02 HM 
119-34578-1353 Storage Press 3 0:03 HM 
119-2345-1347 Storage Press 4 0:03 HM 
119-2345-1348 Storage Press 5 0:02 HM 
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119-34578-1353 Press 3 Storage 0:02 HM 
119-2345-1347 Press 4 Storage 0:03 HM 
119-2345-1348 Press 5 Storage 0:02 HM 
111-78-1239 Storage Press 7 0:04 CS 
111-78-1240 Storage Press 8 0:02 CS 
111-78-1239 Storage Press 7 0:02 CS 
111-78-1240 Storage Press 8 0:02 CS 
111-78-1239 Storage Press 7 0:02 CS 
111-78-1240 Storage Press 8 0:02 CS 
111-78-1239 Storage Press 7 0:02 CS 
111-78-1240 Storage Press 8 0:02 CS 
111-78-1239 Storage Press 7 0:02 CS 
111-78-1240 Storage Press 8 0:02 CS 
111-78-1239 Press 7 Storage 0:02 CS 
111-78-1240 Press 8 Storage 0:02 CS 
110-12-1117 Press 1 Storage 0:01 AS 
119-23-1350 Press 2 Storage 0:01 AS 
114-6-2002 Press 6 Storage 0:01 AS 
110-12-1117 Press 1 Storage 0:01 AS 
119-23-1350 Press 2 Storage 0:03 AS 
114-6-2002 Press 6 Storage 0:01 AS 
110-12-1117 Press 1 Storage 0:01 AS 
103-23-1077 Press 2 Storage 0:01 AS 
114-6-2002 Press 6 Storage 0:01 AS 
110-12-1117 Press 1 Storage 0:01 AS 
103-23-1077 Press 2 Storage 0:01 AS 
114-6-2002 Press 6 Storage 0:01 AS 
111-34578-1150 Press 3 Storage 0:01 BT 
119-345-1418 Press 4 Storage 0:01 BT 
119-345-1419 Press 5 Storage 0:01 BT 
111-34578-1150 Press 3 Storage 0:03 BT 
119-345-1418 Press 4 Storage 0:01 BT 
119-345-1419 Press 5 Storage 0:01 BT 
111-34578-1151 Press 3 Storage 0:01 BT 
119-345-1418 Press 4 Storage 0:01 BT 
119-345-1419 Press 5 Storage 0:01 BT 
111-34578-1151 Press 3 Storage 0:03 BT 
119-345-1418 Press 4 Storage 0:03 BT 
119-345-1419 Press 5 Storage 0:02 BT 
111-78-1239 Press 7 Storage 0:01 RT 
111-78-1240 Press 8 Storage 0:01 RT 
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111-78-1239 Press 7 Storage 0:01 RT 
111-78-1240 Press 8 Storage 0:01 RT 
111-78-1239 Press 7 Storage 0:01 RT 
111-78-1240 Press 8 Storage 0:01 RT 
111-78-1239 Press 7 Storage 0:01 RT 
111-78-1240 Press 8 Storage 0:01 RT 
111-16-1175 Storage Press 1 0:02 OF 
120-23-1443 Storage Press 2 0:02 OF 
114-6-1313 Storage Press 6 0:02 OF 
111-16-1175 Storage Press 1 0:02 OF 
120-23-1443 Storage Press 2 0:02 OF 
114-6-1313 Storage Press 6 0:02 OF 
111-16-1175 Storage Press 1 0:02 OF 
120-23-1443 Storage Press 2 0:02 OF 
114-6-1313 Storage Press 6 0:02 OF 
111-16-1175 Storage Press 1 0:02 OF 
102-2345-1040 Storage Press 2 0:03 OF 
114-6-1313 Storage Press 6 0:02 OF 
111-16-1175 Storage Press 1 0:02 OF 
102-2345-1040 Storage Press 2 0:02 OF 
114-6-1313 Storage Press 6 0:02 OF 
111-16-1175 Press 1 Storage 0:03 OF 
102-2345-1040 Press 2 Storage 0:03 OF 
114-6-1313 Press 6 Storage 0:03 OF 
119-2345-1347 Storage Press 3 0:03 HM 
111-345-1167 Storage Press 4 0:03 HM 
120-45-1429 Storage Press 5 0:02 HM 
119-2345-1348 Storage Press 3 0:03 HM 
111-345-1167 Storage Press 4 0:02 HM 
120-45-1429 Storage Press 5 0:02 HM 
119-2345-1395 Storage Press 3 0:03 HM 
111-345-1168 Storage Press 4 0:03 HM 
120-45-1429 Storage Press 5 0:02 HM 
119-2345-1406 Storage Press 3 0:03 HM 
111-345-1168 Storage Press 4 0:02 HM 
120-45-1429 Storage Press 5 0:03 HM 
111-34578-1183 Storage Press 3 0:03 HM 
111-345-1168 Storage Press 4 0:02 HM 
120-45-1429 Storage Press 5 0:02 HM 
111-34578-1183 Press 3 Storage 0:03 HM 
111-345-1168 Press 4 Storage 0:02 HM 
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120-45-1429 Press 5 Storage 0:02 HM 
119-78-1404 Storage Press 7 0:03 CS 
119-78-1405 Storage Press 8 0:02 CS 
119-78-1404 Storage Press 7 0:02 CS 
119-78-1405 Storage Press 8 0:02 CS 
119-78-1404 Storage Press 7 0:02 CS 
119-78-1405 Storage Press 8 0:02 CS 
119-78-1404 Storage Press 7 0:02 CS 
119-78-1405 Storage Press 8 0:02 CS 
119-78-1404 Storage Press 7 0:01 CS 
119-78-1405 Storage Press 8 0:02 CS 
119-78-1404 Press 7 Storage 0:03 CS 
119-78-1405 Press 8 Storage 0:03 CS 
111-16-1175 Press 1 Storage 0:01 AS 
120-23-1443 Press 2 Storage 0:01 AS 
114-6-1313 Press 6 Storage 0:01 AS 
111-16-1175 Press 1 Storage 0:01 AS 
120-23-1443 Press 2 Storage 0:01 AS 
114-6-1313 Press 6 Storage 0:01 AS 
111-16-1175 Press 1 Storage 0:01 AS 
120-23-1443 Press 2 Storage 0:03 AS 
114-6-1313 Press 6 Storage 0:01 AS 
111-16-1175 Press 1 Storage 0:01 AS 
102-2345-1040 Press 2 Storage 0:01 AS 
114-6-1313 Press 6 Storage 0:01 AS 
119-2345-1347 Press 3 Storage 0:02 BT 
111-345-1167 Press 4 Storage 0:01 BT 
120-45-1429 Press 5 Storage 0:01 BT 
119-2345-1348 Press 3 Storage 0:02 BT 
111-345-1167 Press 4 Storage 0:02 BT 
120-45-1429 Press 5 Storage 0:01 BT 
119-2345-1395 Press 3 Storage 0:03 BT 
111-345-1168 Press 4 Storage 0:01 BT 
120-45-1429 Press 5 Storage 0:01 BT 
119-2345-1406 Press 3 Storage 0:02 BT 
111-345-1168 Press 4 Storage 0:01 BT 
120-45-1429 Press 5 Storage 0:01 BT 
119-78-1404 Press 7 Storage 0:01 RT 
119-78-1405 Press 8 Storage 0:01 RT 
119-78-1404 Press 7 Storage 0:01 RT 
119-78-1405 Press 8 Storage 0:01 RT 
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Appendix D: Die Information Sheets 
Die Code: 102-3-1033 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 102-3-1034 
Date Time Move to From BY 
10-Mar - Storage - - 
Die Code: 102-34-1035 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 102-345-1051 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 102-345-1052 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 102-78-1015 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 102-78-1018 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 102-78-1023 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 102-78-1059 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 102-78-2008 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 102-78-2009 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code:103-16-1068 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 12:05 Tooling Room Storage PS 
3/17/2017 11:30 Storage Tooling Room KB 
Die Code: 103-16-1069 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
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Die Code: 103-16-1071 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/7/2017 11:35:00 PM Tooling Room Storage PS 
3/14/2017 10:20:00 AM Storage Tooling Room KB 
 
Die Code: 103-16-1072 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/9/2017 9:20:00 PM Tooling Room Storage PS 
3/16/2017 7:25:00 AM Storage Tooling Room KB 
Die Code: 103-23-1077 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/22/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 2 Storage OF 
3/23/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 2 AS 
3/23/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 2 Storage OF 
3/24/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 2 AS 
3/24/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 2 Storage OF 
3/24/2017 2:30:00 PM Storage Press 2 AS 
3/28/2017 10:15:00 PM Tooling Room Storage PS 
Die Code: 103-345-1075 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 104-3-1099 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 110-12-1117 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/6/2017 6:05:00 PM Press 2 Storage AS 
3/7/2017 12:10:00 AM Storage Press 2 AS 
3/7/2017 6:05:00 PM Press 2 Storage AS 
3/8/2017 12:05:00 AM Storage Press 2 AS 
3/20/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 1 Storage OF 
3/21/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 1 AS 
3/21/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 1 Storage OF 
3/22/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 2 AS 
3/22/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 1 Storage OF 
3/23/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 3 AS 
3/23/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 1 Storage OF 
3/24/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 4 AS 
3/24/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 1 Storage OF 
3/24/2017 2:30:00 PM Storage Press 5 OF 
3/29/2017 11:35:00 PM Tooling Room Storage PS 
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Die Code: 110-34-1106 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/13/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 3 Storage HM 
3/14/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 3 BT 
3/14/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 3 Storage HM 
3/15/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 3 BT 
Die Code: 110-34-1107 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/13/2017 6:15:00 AM Press 4 Storage HM 
3/14/2017 12:05:00 AM Storage Press 4 BT 
3/14/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 4 Storage HM 
3/15/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 4 BT 
Die Code: 111-16-1175 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/27/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 1 Storage OF 
3/28/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 1 AS 
3/28/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 1 Storage OF 
3/29/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 1 AS 
3/29/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 1 Storage OF 
3/30/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 1 AS 
3/30/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 1 Storage OF 
3/31/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 1 AS 
3/31/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 1 Storage OF 
3/31/2017 2:30:00 PM Storage Press 1 OF 
Die Code: 111-16-1180 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/13/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 1 Storage OF 
3/14/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 1 AS 
3/14/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 1 Storage OF 
3/15/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 1 AS 
3/15/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 1 Storage OF 
3/16/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 1 AS 
3/16/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 1 Storage OF 
3/17/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 1 AS 
3/17/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 1 Storage OF 
3/17/2017 2:30:00 PM Storage Press 1 OF 
3/23/2017 9:10:00 PM Tooling Room Storage PS 
3/30/2017 9:25:00 AM Storage Tooling Room KB 
Die Code: 111-2-1166 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
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Die Code: 111-2-1188 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 111-2-1189 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 9:25:00 AM Storage Tooling room KB 
 
Die Code: 111-2345-1203 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/15/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 3 Storage HM 
3/16/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 3 BT 
3/16/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 3 Storage HM 
3/17/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 3 BT 
Die Code: 111-2345-1204 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/15/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 4 Storage HM 
3/16/2017 12:05:00 AM Storage Press 4 BT 
3/16/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 4 Storage HM 
3/17/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 4 BT 
Die Code: 111-345-1152 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 111-345-1160 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 111-345-1165 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/9/2017 6:35:00 AM Press 3 Storage HM 
3/10/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 3 BT 
3/10/2017 6:15:00 AM Press 3 Storage HM 
3/10/2017 2:35:00 PM Storage Press 3 HM 
Die Code: 111-345-1167 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/9/2017 6:55:00 AM Press 4 Storage HM 
3/10/2017 12:05:00 AM Storage Press 4 BT 
3/10/2017 6:30:00 AM Press 4 Storage HM 
3/10/2017 2:45:00 PM Storage Press 4 HM 
3/27/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 4 Storage HM 
3/28/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 4 BT 
3/28/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 4 Storage HM 
3/29/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 4 BT 
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Die Code: 111-345-1168 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/9/2017 7:20:00 AM Press 5 Storage HM 
3/10/2017 12:10:00 AM Storage Press 5 BT 
3/10/2017 6:45:00 AM Press 5 Storage HM 
3/10/2017 2:50:00 PM Storage Press 5 HM 
3/29/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 4 Storage HM 
3/30/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 4 BT 
3/30/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 4 Storage HM 
3/31/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 4 BT 
3/31/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 4 Storage HM 
3/31/2017 2:35:00 PM Storage Press 4 HM 
Die Code: 111-345-1182 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/6/2017 6:50:00 AM Press 3 Storage HM 
3/7/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 3 BT 
3/7/2017 6:15:00 AM Press 3 Storage HM 
3/8/2017 12:05:00 AM Storage Press 3 BT 
3/8/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 3 Storage HM 
3/9/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 3 BT 
3/15/2017 11:10:00 PM Tooling Room Storage PS 
3/22/2017 8:45:00 AM Storage Tooling Room KB 
Die Code: 111-345-1184 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/6/2017 7:15:00 AM Press 4 Storage HM 
3/7/2017 12:05:00 AM Storage Press 4 BT 
3/7/2017 6:25:00 AM Press 4 Storage HM 
3/8/2017 12:10:00 AM Storage Press 4 BT 
3/8/2017 6:25:00 AM Press 4 Storage HM 
3/9/2017 12:05:00 AM Storage Press 4 BT 
3/14/2017 9:25:00 PM Tooling Room Storage PS 
3/21/2017 11:15:00 AM Storage Tooling Room KB 
Die Code: 111-345-1185 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/6/2017 7:30:00 AM Press 5 Storage HM 
3/7/2017 12:10:00 AM Storage Press 5 BT 
3/7/2017 6:35:00 AM Press 5 Storage HM 
3/8/2017 12:15:00 AM Storage Press 5 BT 
3/8/2017 6:35:00 AM Press 5 Storage HM 




Die Code: 111-34578-1150 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/13/2017 6:25:00 AM Press 5 Storage HM 
3/14/2017 12:10:00 AM Storage Press 5 BT 
3/14/2017 6:15:00 AM Press 5 Storage HM 
3/15/2017 12:05:00 AM Storage Press 5 BT 
3/20/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 3 Storage HM 
3/21/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 3 BT 
3/21/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 3 Storage HM 
3/22/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 3 BT 
3/27/2017 10:45:00 PM Tooling Room Storage PS 
Die Code: 111-34578-1151 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/15/2017 6:15:00 AM Press 5 Storage HM 
3/16/2017 12:10:00 AM Storage Press 5 BT 
3/16/2017 6:15:00 AM Press 5 Storage HM 
3/17/2017 12:05:00 AM Storage Press 5 BT 
3/22/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 3 Storage HM 
3/23/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 3 BT 
3/23/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 3 Storage HM 
3/24/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 3 BT 
3/31/2017 11:30:00 AM Tooling Room Storage KB 
Die Code: 111-34578-1183 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/31/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 3 Storage HM 
3/31/2017 2:30:00 PM Storage Press 3 HM 
Die Code: 111-78-1120 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 111-78-1133 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 111-78-1234 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 111-78-1242 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 111-78-1243 
Date Time Move to From BY 





Die Code: 111-78-1248 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/9/2017 6:35:00 AM Press 7 Storage CS 
3/10/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 7 RT 
3/10/2017 6:20:00 AM Press 7 Storage CS 
3/10/2017 2:35:00 PM Storage Press 7 CS 
Die Code: 111-78-1276 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/9/2017 6:55:00 AM Press 8 Storage CS 
3/10/2017 12:05:00 AM Storage Press 8 RT 
3/10/2017 6:35:00 AM Press 8 Storage CS 
3/10/2017 2:40:00 PM Storage Press 8 CS 
Die Code: 113-345-1301 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 113-345-1302 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 113-345-1305 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 114-2345-1311 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 114-2345-1312 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 114-6-1313 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/27/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 6 Storage OF 
3/28/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 6 AS 
3/28/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 6 Storage OF 
3/29/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 6 AS 
3/29/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 6 Storage OF 
3/30/2017 12:05:00 AM Storage Press 6 AS 
3/30/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 6 Storage OF 
3/31/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 6 AS 
3/31/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 6 Storage OF 




Die Code: 114-6-2001 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/13/2017 6:20:00 AM Press 6 Storage OF 
3/14/2017 12:10:00 AM Storage Press 6 AS 
3/14/2017 6:15:00 AM Press 6 Storage OF 
3/15/2017 12:05:00 AM Storage Press 6 AS 
3/15/2017 6:15:00 AM Press 6 Storage OF 
3/16/2017 12:05:00 AM Storage Press 6 AS 
3/16/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 6 Storage OF 
3/17/2017 12:05:00 AM Storage Press 6 AS 
3/17/2017 6:15:00 AM Press 6 Storage OF 
3/17/2017 2:35:00 PM Storage Press 6 OF 
3/24/2017 9:20:00 AM Tooling Room Storage KB 
3/31/2017 7:20:00 AM Storage Tooling Room KB 
Die Code: 114-6-2002 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/20/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 6 Storage OF 
3/21/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 6 AS 
3/21/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 6 Storage OF 
3/22/2017 12:05:00 AM Storage Press 6 AS 
3/22/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 6 Storage OF 
3/23/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 6 AS 
3/23/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 6 Storage OF 
3/24/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 6 AS 
3/24/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 6 Storage OF 
3/24/2017 2:35:00 PM Storage Press 6 OF 
3/30/2017 11:10:00 PM Tooling Room Storage PS 
Die Code: 119-16-1331 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/6/2017 6:40:00 AM Press 1 Storage OF 
3/7/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 1 AS 
3/7/2017 6:25:00 AM Press 1 Storage OF 
3/8/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 1 AS 
3/8/2017 6:25:00 AM Press 1 Storage OF 
3/9/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 1 AS 
3/9/2017 6:20:00 AM Press 1 Storage OF 
3/10/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 1 AS 
3/10/2017 6:15:00 AM Press 1 Storage OF 
3/10/2017 2:35:00 PM Storage Press 1 OF 
3/15/2017 8:15:00 PM Tooling Room Storage PS 
3/23/2017 7:15:00 AM Storage Tooling Room KB 
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Die Code: 119-16-1332 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/6/2017 7:45:00 AM Press 6 Storage OF 
3/7/2017 12:20:00 AM Storage Press 6 AS 
3/7/2017 7:00:00 AM Press 6 Storage OF 
3/8/2017 12:10:00 AM Storage Press 6 AS 
3/8/2017 7:00:00 AM Press 6 Storage OF 
3/9/2017 12:10:00 AM Storage Press 6 AS 
3/9/2017 6:45:00 AM Press 6 Storage OF 
3/10/2017 12:10:00 AM Storage Press 6 AS 
3/10/2017 6:45:00 AM Press 6 Storage OF 
3/10/2017 3:00:00 PM Storage Press 6 OF 
3/14/2017 11:00:00 PM Tooling Room Storage PS 
3/21/2017 9:25:00 AM Storage Tooling Room KB 
Die Code: 119-2-1422 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/6/2017 7:00:00 AM Press 2 Storage OF 
3/6/2017 6:00:00 PM Storage Press 2 AS 
3/7/2017 6:40:00 AM Press 2 Storage OF 
3/7/2017 6:00:00 PM Storage Press 2 AS 
3/8/2017 6:30:00 AM Press 2 Storage OF 
3/8/2017 6:00:00 PM Storage Press 2 AS 
3/9/2017 6:35:00 AM Press 2 Storage OF 
3/9/2017 6:00:00 PM Storage Press 2 AS 
3/10/2017 6:30:00 AM Press 2 Storage OF 
3/10/2017 2:40:00 PM Storage Press 2 OF 
3/17/2017 11:15:00 AM Tooling Room Storage KB 
3/24/2017 10:25:00 AM Storage Tooling Room KB 
Die Code: 119-23-1350 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/20/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 2 Storage OF 
3/21/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 2 AS 
3/21/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 2 Storage OF 
3/22/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 2 AS 
3/29/2017 10:45:00 PM Tooling Room Storage PS 
Die Code: 119-2345-1345 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 119-2345-13451 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
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Die Code: 119-2345-1347 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/24/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 4 Storage HM 
3/24/2017 2:35:00 PM Storage Press 4 HM 
3/27/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 3 Storage HM 
3/28/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 3 BT 
Die Code: 119-2345-1348 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/24/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 5 Storage HM 
3/24/2017 2:35:00 PM Storage Press 5 HM 
3/28/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 3 Storage HM 
3/29/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 3 BT 
Die Code: 119-2345-1395 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/29/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 3 Storage HM 
3/30/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 3 BT 
Die Code:119-2345-1406 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/30/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 3 Storage HM 
3/31/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 3 BT 
Die Code: 119-26-1401 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/8/2017 6:05:00 PM Press 2 Storage AS 
3/9/2017 12:05:00 AM Storage Press 2 AS 
3/9/2017 6:05:00 PM Press 2 Storage AS 
3/10/2017 12:05:00 AM Storage Press 2 AS 
Die Code: 119-345-1418 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/20/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 4 Storage HM 
3/21/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 4 BT 
3/21/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 4 Storage HM 
3/22/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 4 BT 
3/22/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 4 Storage HM 
3/23/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 4 BT 
3/23/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 4 Storage HM 
3/24/2017 12:05:00 AM Storage Press 4 BT 








Die Code: 119-345-1419 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/20/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 5 Storage HM 
3/21/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 5 BT 
3/21/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 5 Storage HM 
3/22/2017 12:05:00 AM Storage Press 5 BT 
3/22/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 5 Storage HM 
3/23/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 5 BT 
3/23/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 5 Storage HM 
3/24/2017 12:05:00 AM Storage Press 5 BT 
3/31/2017 9:20:00 AM Tooling Room Storage KB 
Die Code: 119-345-2011 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 119-34578-1353 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/24/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 3 Storage HM 
3/24/2017 2:30:00 PM Storage Press 3 HM 
Die Code: 119-34578-1400 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 119-4-1326 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 119-4578-1337 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 119-78-1396 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/6/2017 6:25:00 AM Press 7 Storage CS 
3/7/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 7 RT 
3/7/2017 6:15:00 AM Press 7 Storage CS 
3/8/2017 12:05:00 AM Storage Press 7 RT 
3/8/2017 6:15:00 AM Press 7 Storage CS 
3/9/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 7 RT 
3/17/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 8 Storage CS 
3/17/2017 2:30:00 PM Storage Press 8 CS 
3/23/2017 8:45:00 PM Tooling Room Storage PS 





Die Code: 119-78-1398 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/6/2017 6:50:00 AM Press 8 Storage CS 
3/7/2017 12:10:00 AM Storage Press 8 RT 
3/7/2017 6:30:00 AM Press 8 Storage CS 
3/8/2017 12:10:00 AM Storage Press 8 RT 
3/8/2017 6:25:00 AM Press 8 Storage CS 
3/9/2017 12:05:00 AM Storage Press 8 RT 
3/17/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 7 Storage CS 
3/17/2017 2:30:00 PM Storage Press 7 CS 
3/22/2017 7:55:00 PM Tooling Room Storage PS 
3/28/2017 7:30:00 AM Storage Tooling Room KB 
Die Code: 119-78-1402 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 119-78-1404 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/27/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 7 Storage CS 
3/28/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 7 RT 
3/28/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 7 Storage CS 
3/29/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 7 RT 
3/29/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 7 Storage CS 
3/30/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 7 RT 
3/30/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 7 Storage CS 
3/31/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 7 RT 
3/31/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 7 Storage CS 
3/31/2017 2:30:00 PM Storage Press 7 CS 
Die Code: 119-78-1405 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/27/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 8 Storage CS 
3/28/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 8 RT 
3/28/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 8 Storage CS 
3/29/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 8 RT 
3/29/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 8 Storage CS 
3/30/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 8 RT 
3/30/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 8 Storage CS 
3/31/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 8 RT 
3/31/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 8 Storage CS 







Die Code: 120-23-1443 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/17/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 3 Storage HM 
3/17/2017 2:30:00 PM Storage Press 3 HM 
3/27/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 2 Storage OF 
3/28/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 2 AS 
3/28/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 2 Storage OF 
3/29/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 3 AS 
3/29/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 2 Storage OF 
3/30/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 4 AS 
Die Code: 120-2345-1442 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/17/2017 6:15:00 AM Press 4 Storage HM 
3/17/2017 2:30:00 PM Storage Press 4 HM 
Die Code: 120-345-1441 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/17/2017 6:20:00 AM Press 5 Storage HM 
3/17/2017 2:35:00 PM Storage Press 5 HM 
Die Code: 120-45-1429 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/27/2017 6:10 Press 5 Storage HM 
3/28/2017 12:05:00 AM Storage Press 5 BT 
3/28/2017 6:10 Press 5 Storage HM 
3/29/2017 12:05:00 AM Storage Press 5 BT 
3/29/2017 6:10 Press 5 Storage HM 
3/30/2017 12:05:00 AM Storage Press 5 BT 
3/30/2017 6:10 Press 5 Storage HM 
3/31/2017 12:05:00 AM Storage Press 5 BT 
3/31/2017 6:10 Press 5 Storage HM 
3/31/2017 2:35:00 PM Storage Press 5 HM 
Die Code: 000-78-9002 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 000-78-9004 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 102-45-1030 
Date Time Move to From BY 





Die Code: 102-78-1022 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/1/2000 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 110-34-2007 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 111-345-1147 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 111-345-1179 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 111-345-1181 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 111-78-1132 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/13/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 7 Storage CS 
3/14/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 7 RT 
3/14/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 7 Storage CS 
3/15/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 7 RT 
Die Code: 111-78-1134 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/13/2017 6:15:00 AM Press 8 Storage CS 
3/14/2017 12:05:00 AM Storage Press 8 RT 
3/14/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 8 Storage CS 
3/15/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 8 RT 
Die Code: 111-78-1135 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/15/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 7 Storage CS 
3/16/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 7 RT 
3/16/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 7 Storage CS 
3/17/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 7 RT 
Die Code: 111-78-1139 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/15/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 8 Storage CS 
3/16/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 8 RT 
3/16/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 8 Storage CS 





Die Code: 111-78-1215 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 111-78-1235 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 111-78-1239 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/20/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 7 Storage CS 
3/21/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 7 RT 
3/21/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 7 Storage CS 
3/22/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 7 RT 
3/22/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 7 Storage CS 
3/23/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 7 RT 
3/23/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 7 Storage CS 
3/24/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 7 RT 
3/24/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 7 Storage CS 
3/24/2017 2:30:00 PM Storage Press 7 CS 
3/30/2017 10:15:00 PM Tooling Room Storage PS 
Die Code: 111-78-1240 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/20/2017 6:10:00 AM Press 8 Storage CS 
3/21/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 8 RT 
3/21/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 8 Storage CS 
3/22/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 8 RT 
3/22/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 8 Storage CS 
3/23/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 8 RT 
3/23/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 8 Storage CS 
3/24/2017 12:00:00 AM Storage Press 8 RT 
3/24/2017 6:05:00 AM Press 8 Storage CS 
3/24/2017 2:30:00 PM Storage Press 8 CS 
3/30/2017 9:00:00 PM Tooling Room Storage PS 
Die Code: 111-78-1257 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 111-78-1266 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 111-78-2014 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
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Die Code: 119-78-1397 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 120-345-1458 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 120-345-1463 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 120-345-2017 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 120-45-1434 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - Storage - - 
Die Code: 000-0-9005 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - OUT - - 
Die Code: 000-0-9006 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - OUT - - 
Die Code: 000-0-9007 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - OUT - - 
Die Code: 000-0-9009 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - OUT - - 
Die Code: 000-0-9010 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - OUT - - 
Die Code: 000-0-9011 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - OUT - - 
Die Code: 000-0-9012 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - OUT - - 
Die Code: 101-0-1007 
Date Time Move to From BY 





Die Code: 102-0-1061 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - OUT - - 
Die Code: 103-0-1073 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - OUT - - 
Die Code: 103-0-1079 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - OUT - - 
Die Code: 103-0-1081 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - OUT - - 
Die Code: 103-0-2016 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - OUT - - 
Die Code: 111-0-1119 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - OUT - - 
Die Code: 111-0-1149 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - OUT - - 
Die Code: 111-0-1162 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - OUT - - 
Die Code: 111-0-1163 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - OUT - - 
Die Code: 111-0-1164 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - OUT - - 
Die Code: 111-0-1191 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - OUT - - 
Die Code: 111-0-1192 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - OUT - - 
Die Code: 111-0-1193 
Date Time Move to From BY 





Die Code: 111-0-1195 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - OUT - - 
Die Code: 111-0-1201 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - OUT - - 
Die Code: 111-0-1204 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - OUT - - 
Die Code: 111-0-1222 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - OUT - - 
Die Code: 111-0-1231 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - OUT - - 
Die Code: 111-0-1233 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - OUT - - 
Die Code: 115-0-1314 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - OUT - - 
Die Code: 119-0-1321 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - OUT - - 
Die Code: 119-0-13221 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - OUT - - 
Die Code: 119-0-13221 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - OUT - - 
Die Code: 119-0-1323 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - OUT - - 
Die Code: 119-0-13231 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - OUT - - 
Die Code: 119-0-1325 
Date Time Move to From BY 





Die Code: 119-0-1339 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - OUT - - 
Die Code: 119-0-1388 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - OUT - - 
Die Code: 119-0-1391 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - OUT - - 
Die Code: 119-0-2010 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - OUT - - 
Die Code: 120-0-1433 
Date Time Move to From BY 
3/10/2017 - OUT - - 
Die Code: 120-0-1466 
Date Time Move to From BY 
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